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NATURAL SCIENCES

UDC 517.95

ON SOLVABILITY OF ONE BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM FOR A 
FOURTH ORDER EQUATION 

Bekiev A.B.
Karakalpak State University named after Berdakh

Summary. The solvability o f one boundary-value problem for a fourth -order 
equation is investigated. An a priori estimate o f the solution o f the problem is 
obtained. The uniqueness and existence o f regular and strong solutions o f the 
problem are proved. The regular solution o f the problem is constructed by the Fourier 
method. The conjugate problem is also studied.

Key words. Boundary value problem, a priory estimate, regular and strong 
solution, conjugare problem.

In [1] a complete classification of fourth-order equations with two independent 
variables was given, as well as the application of such equations, and some boundary- 
value problems for one equation of a certain type and for mixed-type equations were 
investigated. In [2-5], direct and inverse boundary value problems for a fourth-order 
equation were studied.

In this paper, using the method of spectral expansions, necessary and sufficient 
conditions for the uniqueness of the solution of a boundary-value problem for a 
fourth-order equation were given. In this case, the solution of the problem is 
constructed in the form o f a series in the system of eigenfunctions of the problem 
under consideration. A continuous dependence of the solution on the initial data was 
proved.

1. Statement of the problem
In the domain Q = {( x, t) :0 < x < p,0  < t < T  j , we consider the equation

Lu = Uttt ( x t ) + ut (x t ) -  Uxxxx (x t ) -  b2u (x t ) = f  ( x,t ) , (1)
where f  (x, t) is a given function.
Problem 1. Find in the domain Q a solution u (x, t ) of equation (1), which 

satisfies the boundary conditions
u (a t) = u ( ^ t) = a  u x  (a t ) = u xx ( a  t) = a 0 <t < t  , (2)

u (x,0) = 0, ut (x,0) = 0, u(x ,T ) = 0, 0 < x < p. (3)

We denote
3



V (n )  = {«(*,/): u e  C£  ( n )  n c «  ( n ) ,  (2), (3)},

w ( a ) = { /  e  c 2J  ( n ) ,  e  l 2 ( n ) , / ( o , r ) = / ( A r ) = / „  ( o , r ) = / „  ( A ? ) = o } .

Definition 1. A function u (x, t) e V (Q) is called a regular solution of Problem 1 
with f  (x, t) e C (Q ), if it satisfies Eq. (1) in the domain Q .

Definition 2. A function u (x, t) e L2 (Q) is called a strong solution of Problem 1 

with f  (x ,t) eL 2 (Q ) , if there is a sequence \un(x)}, n = 1,2,... regular solutions such

that I k  -  uIL(q) ^ 0 > llLun -  /IIl(q) ^ 0 with n  ̂ *  .
On the set V (Q ) we define an operator L acting from V (Q ) to C (Q) by the 

rule (1). By virtue of the relation C^ (Q ) c  V (Q ) c  L2 (Q ) , the domain operator L is 
dense in L2 (Q ) . The regular solvability of Problem 1 is equivalent to the solvability 
of an operator equation

Lu = f .
2. A priori assessment.
Lemma. Let a function u (x, t) e V (Q) satisfies in the field of Q equation (1), 

uttt, u ^  e L 2(Q) and f  (x ,t ) e C ( q ) . Then fair evaluation

< Cl |L4 ,  (Q) . (4)lullW£’°(Q) _ 1II II(Q)
where Q  > 0 is a constant number that depends only on the size of the domain 

Q and is independent of the function u (x, t ).
The proof of this Lemma obtained using Cauchy -  Bunyakovsky and

lab < sa2 + — b2. 
s

3. Regular solvability.
Theorem 1. A regular solution of Problem 1 is unique and stable if it exists.
The proof of the theorem follows directly from a priori estimate (4).
Theorem 2. If  f  (x, t) e  W (Q ) , then a regular solution to Problem 1 exists.

Proof. Solution of Problem 1 is constructed by the Fourier method. By direct 
verification, we can verify that the regular solution of Problem 1 is

u (^ t ) = Z  un (t )X n (x ) , (5)
n=0

where
1 T P

u n (t ) = J K n (t ̂ )  f n , f n M  = J f  (< ^ )  X n (#) d^  n = 1 , 2 , » .  ;
"V3  0 0

Kn M  =
r  (T\ N1n (t), 0 <r < ̂VnGn (t ) (6)

1 N2, (t), t < T <  T,
q.G. (T)
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N .  (t ) = ( a. -  Bn) , 2( An+Bn)t (An+Bn)(T - r ) An COS M. (t ) - f
3 3

-  Bn COS M. (' ) + f +

+ (An -  Bn ) ̂
(An+BnV - 2(A«+B n)(T -r)

An COS Mn (T) -  Mn f ) + ■n

■(A n -  B n )e 2 e
(A«+B«)T (a .+ b . ) ( t- r )

An COS

-(An -  Bn )
.(a.+ b„)t -2(An+Bn)(t-r)

-  B„ COS m . ( t  ) - m . ( f -
n

M  (T )■
n
3

A n COS

Bn COS

M. (t) -  M. (r) + n
3 3

M. (T ) +

M. (t) - M. ( r ) - n
3 3

+

-  - X(A«+B«)(T+t - r )  . /  /  S, /
+ 2e 2 Sln(M .(T) - Mn(t)) :

Mn (r ) + n  1 + BI Sln f Mn (r ) - n ]-  2Sln Mn (f )
3 3 3 3

~N2 . (t ) = G. (t ) x J - -  (A. -  B .) e(A. +B n )(T-r)
2

+

+e
-~( An + Bn )(T-r) A. cos f  M . (T ) -  M„ ( r )  + n

V 3 3
B„ COS M„ (T ) -  M . ( f

n

q . =
1

3
+

V 3 3
, A. = ^ * + b2 + qn , Bn = 3  —  qn

Gn (t ) = ( A. -  B. )e(An +Bn)f -  2e(A. +B.)t _ 7 +Bn)f
An COS M (t ) - n

V 3 3
Bn COS' m  (t ) + n

3 3

£ 3
2

From (6) follows that

M n (t) = "TT"(An -  Bn ) t ,  X . (x) = . [ ^ sin^nx, ^  = — , n = 1,2,„. .
2 y p  p

\Kn (t , r )|<  C2, n = 1,2,.. (7)
where C2 > 0 is a constant number. By virtue of (7), series (5) converges absolutely

— d3u d4u
and uniformly in Q . If f  (x, t) e  W (Q ) , the series —- ,  converges absolutely

d f  dx
and evenly in the field of Q . The proof is complete. 

We denote

K  ( x, t ; f , r )  = £  K„ (t , r )  X .  (x ) X .  ( f ) .
n=1

Then the solution (5) can be represented as
T P

u ( x, t )= F Fk ( x,-( x, t ) = J J K  ( x, t ;f , r ) f  (f , r ) d f d r (8)
0 0

x
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By virtue of (7) the inequality holds |K (x ,t ;f  ,r) | < C3, where C3 > 0 is a 
constant number.

We present the following theorem on the strong solution of Problem 1 without 
proof.

Theorem 3. For any f  (x, t) e  L2 (Q) a strong solution to problem 1 exists, is 
unique, stable, satisfies the estimate (4) and is representable in the form (8).

From the estimate (4) and formula (8) it follows that a bounded operator L_1 is 
defined on the set W (Q ) , the inverse of the operator L of the Problem 1. The

operator L_1 acts from W  (Q ) in V (Q ) according to the rule
P T

(L f  )(x ,t) = J Jk (x , t ; f ,r )  f  ( f , r ) d f d r .
0 0

The domain of this operator is dense in L2 (Q ) . Then L_1 can be extended by 

continuity to the whole space L2 (Q ) and this continuation, which we denote by L_1, 

is the closure of the operator L_1. The operator L is defined on a dense L2 (Q ) in the 

set V (Q ) . Therefore, L_1 by virtue of estimate (4), is inverse to the closure of the L 

operator L . D  (L ) consists of all strong solutions to Problem 1.

4. The conjugate problem.
Problem 1*. Find a solution v( x, t) of the following equations in the domain Q

L v  = vm (x t ) + vt (x t ) + vxxx (x ,t) = g (x ,t) ,
satisfying conditions

v (a t) = v (A t) = 0  vxx (a t) = vxx ( a  t) = 0, 0 < t < T  , 
v (x,0) = 0, v (x ,T ) = 0, vt (x ,T ) = 0, 0 < x < p.

To solve this problem, there is an a priori estimate

H w 2,0(Q) <  C ^ l L v \\l2(q )  .
The proof of the existence and uniqueness of the solution to problem 1 * is 

analogous to that in problem 1, i.e. solution Problem 1 * has the form
T P

v (x, t )= f [k  * (x(x ,t ) = J J k  * (x , t ; f , r ) g ( f , r ) d f d r .
0 0

where K  * ( x, t ; f , r )  = K  (f ,r;  x, t ).
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Rezyume. Maqolada to ’rtinchi tartibli tenglama uchun bitta chegaraviy masala 
o ’rganilgan. Masalaning echimi uchun aprior baho olingan va masalaning yagona 
regulyar va kuchli echimlari mavjudligi isbotlangan. Masala echimi Fure qatori 
yordamida qurilgan. Masalaga qo ’shma masala qaralgan.

Pe3WMe. B padome uccnedoeana pa3pemuMOcmb odnou Kpaeeou 3adauu dnx 
ypaenenux ^emeepmo^o nopndm. nonyuena anpuopnax o^H rn pemenux 3adauu. 
flom3aHbi eduncmeennocmb u cy^ecmeoeanue pe^ynxpHO^o u cunbHO^o pemenuu 
3adauu. Pe^ynnpHoe pemeHue 3adauu cmpoumcx MemodoM 0ypbe. M3yuena maKwe 
conpawennax 3adaua.

Kalit so’zlar. Chegaraviy masala, aprior baho, regulyar va k o ’chli echim, 
qo ’shma masala.

Knwneewe cnoea. Kpaeean 3adaua, anpuopnax o ^ n m , pe^ynnpHan u cunbnax 
pa3pemuMocmb, conpawennax 3adaua.
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CALCULATION OF SEMICONDUCTOR-INSULATOR STRUCTURES 
PARAMETERS BYAPPLYING MAPLE SOFTWARE

Naurzalieva E.M. 1, Sharibaev M.B. 1, Esbergenov D.M. 2
1Karakalpak State University, Nukus, Karakalpakstan. 

NukusState Pedagogical Institute, Nukus, Karakalpakstan

Summary. In this article, calculations o f the characteristics adjacent to the 
semiconductor-insulator interface o f the semiconductor SCR using the Maple 
program are presented. It is shown that the use o f the Maple program allows to 
significantly reduce the time to prepare and data reduction o f calculation and 
increase their accuracy. The possibilities o f applying Maple Software for calculating 
the characteristics o f ideal real MIS structures are considered.

Key words. MIS-structure, SCR parameters, Maple software, accumulation, 
depletion and inversion.

Development of thin-film technology for the production of solar cells requires 
the study of the interfaces between the conductive compounds with the structure of 
chalcopyrite and conductive oxides, and the wide use of multi-transient solar cells 
causes’ interest in the study of interfaces between semiconductors with different 
widths of the band gap [1].

As known the properties description of the semiconductor-insulator interface 
carry out by comparing the theoretically calculated characteristics of an ideal MIS 
structure with the experimentally obtained dependences of real structures[2].

It is obvious that both the conductivity and capacity of the MIS structure are 
determined by the SCR parameters of the semiconductor, such as the concentration of 
the charge carrier in the near-surfaceregion of the semiconductor, the thickness of the 
space-charge region and in the case of studyingnonequilibrium characteristics. Thus, 
the accuracy of determining the characteristics of the interface and the unambiguous 
interpretation of the obtained results are determined not only by the accuracy of 
obtaining the experimental data, but also by the accuracy of calculating the 
theoreticalSCR parameters of the semiconductor. In this paperwas studied the results 
of theoretical calculations of the semiconductor SCR characteristics performed by 
Maple software packages on the basis of theoretical assumptions and models.

In Fig. 3.1 and 3.2 are presented the dependences of the function G(us, uB)and 
F(us, uB)are determined by the formulasand used to determine the concentration of 
charge carriers and excess charge at the semiconductor-insulator interface[3].

(3.1)

F ( u 3! u b ) = - u 3)sitihus — (coshu£ — coshu^)]*

8
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Calculations were carried out for silicon at temperatures of 300 K for different 
concentrations of doping acceptor impurities. On these graphs, the quantity uBacts as 
a parameter, which is the difference between the Fermi levels and the middle of the 
bandgap in intrinsic and impurity semiconductors.

We note that the graphs constructed coincide with the graphs of analogous 
dependences obtained in the work [3]. However, the authors of the above work carry 
out calculations of F(us, uB) and G(us, uB) for three different areas (accumulation, 
depletion and inversion) separately.

In our cases, all calculations were performed in a single cycle of calculations, 
which made it possible to significantly reduce the time of programs preparation and 
to avoid the operation of stitching functions calculated for different areas.Integration 
of the function G(us, uB) was carried out by the trapezium method with the following 
integration parameters.

8 0 0 0 '

4 0 0 0 '

2000 '

1000' 
6 0 0 '

G ( V US ) 400

200'

100'

60'
40'

20'

1 T --- ^ 5 -
= 4- 10 £ m AOPtf ■SOW

*
T = 3 0 0 } .

:*  ;

<5

■ * . * * LAOWw w
’
* i 
■ #

J \ £ 
' 

II a o 1- c m "
i

1
P

r

< *

a

c

ub =-12.6 
*,=-8.9

-15 -10  -5  0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40
us

Fig.3.1. Plot o f  G function versus surface potential us 
fo r  p-type semiconductor
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Fig.3.2. Plot o f  F  function versus surface potential us

Note that similar dependencies can be easily obtained for any values of dopant 
concentration p conductivity type, as well as temperature, by simple change in 
thedialog window of Maple.

Figure 3.5 shows the dependence of excess charge carrier concentration 
calculated for three regions (accumulation, depletion and inversion).

Figure 3.6 shows the excess charge calculated by the formula [3]
£0s3kT

 ̂11J TJ n I
(3.3)Qsc qXi - F ( u s, u b )

for silicon p-type conductivity with specific concentration of dopant 4,10 Scm
calculation was carried out for T = 300^  .

Unlike the data shown in Fig. 3.5 and in the work [4], these data were obtained 
in a single cycle of calculations, which made it possible to significantly simplify the 
process of preparing programs for processing the results and avoid the process of 
stitching the values of Qs obtained for different regions without significant loss in the 
accuracy of the results obtained.

10



Fig.3.5.The excess concentration versus surface potential fo r p-type
semiconductor

-2 0  -1 0  0 10 20 30 40

“s
Fig.3.6. Surface charge as a function surface potential fo r  p-type

semiconductor

The following figure 3.7 shows the calculation data for the thickness of the 
inversion layer determined from the condition y s = -2uB, carried out using 
approximate formulas and by numerical integration. It can be seen that the use of the

11



Maple package [5] makes it possible to perform the calculation without resorting to 
simplification of the original formulas, which makes it possible to increase the 
accuracy of determining wim, by 10-13%.

5. x 10'"

1.x 10'" 

5. x 10 '5

w. , cm mv

1. X 10-5

5. x 10_fi

1.x 10'6
1013 1014 1015 1016 1017 1018

-3N .cm 
A  '

Fig.3.7. Plot o f  inversion layer width as a function o f  doping concentration 
with variety methods calculation fo r p-type semiconductor

CONCLUSION
Thus, MIS-structure can serve as an effective tool for researching of 

electrophysical characteristics of semiconductor-insulator interface. The proprieties 
of SCR semiconductor influences of interfaces leads to real deviation of SCR 
semiconductor from calculating.

Integration performancesof calculations carried out in Maple environment with 
collection systems and information processing of experimental data allows 
substantially simplifying process of obtained experimental data and their 
interpretations.

By using Maple Software the calculations of quantities of inversion layer 
charge, total charge of semiconductor, inversion layer width and SCR semiconductor 
total width were made. Also dependence theses quantities from doping level, 
temperature and surface potential were obtained.
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Rezyume. Ushbu maqolada yarim o ’tkazgich-dielektrikning ajralish soxasidagi 
yarim o tkazgichning fazoviy zaryad soxasi xarakteristikasining xisoblash natijalari 
Maple programmasi orqali keltirilgan. Maple programmasidan foydalanish 
natijasida keltirilgan malumotlar xisoblanishida aniqligi va tayorgarlik uchun 
vaqtning tejamlanishi ko ’rsatilgan. Real va ideal MDYa tuzulishi xarakteristikalarini 
xisoblashda Maple programmasining qo ’llash imkoniyatlari ko ’rib chiqilgan.

Pe3WMe. B cmambe npueedeHu pacnemu xapaKmepucmuK, npme^aw^uu 
^paHU^y pa3dexa noRynposodnuK-dmReKmpuK On3 nonynpoeodHum npu noMO^u 
npo^paMMu Maple. nom3aHo nmo ucnoxb3oeaHue npo^paMMu Maple no3eomem 
3HanumexbHo coKpamumb epeMM Ha no^^omo6Ky u npueedeHue daHHux pacnema u 
noeucumb ux monHocmb. PaccMompeHu eo3Mo^Hocmu npuMemHun npo^paMMu 
Maple dxM pacnema xapaKmepucmuK udeaxbHux u peaxbHux Mfin-cmpyKmyp.

Kalit so ’zlar. MDY-struktura, FZSparametrlari, Maple programmasi, inversiya, 
kambag ’allashgan va to ’yingan sohalar.

Knwneewe cnoea. Mffn-cmpyKmypa, napaMempu On3, npo^paMMa Maple, 
odmcmb o6o^o^eHUU, odedmHuu u umepcuu.
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COMPARISON OF MICROORGANISMS-DESTRUCTORS OF 
CELLULOSE FIBER IN NATURAL "TRAPS" AND ON THE FIBER COT-

RAW FIBER

1Kalimbetova R. Yu. , Uzakbergenov Z.D. , Karimberdieva M.Sh.
1Karaxalpax state University name after Berdakh 

Nukus branch o f the Tashkent state agrarian University,

Summary. The study o f natural "traps", which are formed on plants due to their 
attack by pests, in particular aphids. The chemical composition o f the "traps" 
includes itself: the products o f the metabolism o f insects in the form o f their 
secretions as a result o f the interaction o f insects with plants. The composition o f the 
precipitates formed during the interaction o f aphids with cotton has not been fully 
revealed. At the same time, it is suggested that these excretions consist o f sugars, 
including high molecular weight proteins or their hydrolysis products, pigments and 
other compounds. Such secretions can serve as a substrate for numerous species o f 
microorganisms.

Key words. Cotton aphids, traps, carbohydrates, polysaccharides

The relevance of research. Cotton in Uzbekistan is the most widespread 
technical culture. Complex agrochemical methods, new approaches to the cultivation 
of this crop have been developed, modern means of plant protection, etc. have been 
applied. However, there are still problems that lead to huge losses and crop losses, in 
particular, the formation of stickiness of raw fiber, which leads to large economic 
losses and the harm caused by this phenomenon to the production of poor quality 
products.

The search for the causes leading to the formation of an adhesive fiber is an 
important scientific and applied problem, based on the fundamental research of the 
mechanisms responsible for the formation of conditions conducive to this 
phenomenon. A study done earlier suggests the microbial roots of this.

It was established earlier that in the process of growth and development of 
cotton, the plant releases lipid, protein and sugars derivatives, which is a favorable 
environment both for the development of pests and for various groups of 
microorganisms leading to the appearance of cotton fiber fibrillation. Specific "traps" 
arise, where a complex microbiocenosis is formed, a symbiotic community of plant- 
aphid microorganisms.

The study of the processes associated with the formation of "traps", their 
chemical composition, the analysis of the microbiota, characteristic of this ecosystem, 
is extremely relevant.

COTTON LITTLE. (Aphis frangulae gossypii).
Length. 1,2-2,1 mm, color from yellow to dark green. Hibernate and winged
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females are hibernating, sometimes nymphs and larvae on weeds. In spring, at an air 
temperature of about. 12 C. Cotton aphid begins to multiply on weeds, forming 40-50 
larvae. At the beginning of summer, winged aphids appear, migrating to cotton, 
melons, and other plants. For a season on cotton cotton a cotton aphid can give up to 
22 generations. Cotton aphids cause leaf deformation, pollute cotton fiber, carry over 
50 species of viruses, weaken plants. Control measures: the destruction of weeds; 
spraying plants with insecticides

Aphids are green, black aphids. Mechanical, biological and chemical methods. 
Natural home remedies

Aphids are one of the most malicious garden pests. In spring, aphids settle on 
young shoots of plants or on the underside of leaves. Aphids suck the juices from the 
fresh greenery of plants, drying up and eventually destroying the young shoots. In 
addition to this, aphids are carriers of viral infections that cause gallic formationon 
plant leaves. Gauls weaken plants and can lead to their death

In autumn, aphids lay another batch of eggs, which hibernates on plants. In the 
spring, when it warms and the plants start growing, aphids begin to multiply 
intensively, feeding on juices of young greenery. The activity of aphids increases by 
the summer, its peak is in June. When the host plant is already too much affected and 
the ever-growing young generations of aphids do not have enough food, the offspring 
with wings begin to emerge, which flies to the next plant. Sucking the juice out of the 
young greenery, aphids secrete a sweet substance - a pad that attracts other insects. 
That's why often, next to the aphids, you can see crowds of ants eating sweet aphid 
secretions. Ants do not eat aphids, as many people think, but rather guard it and even 
transfer it from the plant to the plant.

Using the system of measures to control aphids, the following objectives are 
achieved: changing the species composition of fauna by means of measures that 
exclude the possibility of penetration or spread of new harmful aphid species; it is 
carried out by the organization of special quarantine measures at introduction and 
acclimatization of the envied plants; creation of unfavorable conditions for nutrition, 
development and reproduction for aphids and favorable conditions for the mass 
reproduction of beneficial insects; This is done mainly through agrotechnical, cultural 
and economic and organizational measures that lead to a deterioration of the food 
base of aphids and the condition of their development. Such a task can be realized by 
increasing the resistance of agricultural plants to damage caused by aphids. A great
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help in this regard is the introduction of grass-crop rotations and the timing of the 
sowing of individual crops. Direct eradication of aphids that have appeared and 
propagated in crops is the third way to combat aphids, carried out using chemical and 
biological methods of control. The chemical method should be considered as the final 
stage in the whole system of measures to control aphids.

Goals and objectives.The study of the chemical composition of aphid 
(carbohydrate) release in order to develop a biological model of the causes of the 
emergence of the stickiness of raw fiber and to find out ways to eliminate the causes 
of stickiness.

The research objectives include:
-Identification of the chemical composition of aphid discharge (qualitative 

composition);
- Establishment of correlations between chemical substances in the composition 

of aphid exudates by microorganisms using them as a substrate.
Research methods:
To identify the qualitative composition of sugars in the aphidia, we used the 

method of chromatography and a microbiological method for determining substances 
(sugars) with the help of microorganisms in biological test systems.

In biological test systems, changing the basic nutrient medium so. To limit it 
there were different substances, it is possible to determine a large number of different 
diagnosed substances with the help of the same species (or several species) of 
microorganisms. By the intensity of their growth, we can indirectly estimate the 
amount of the substance to be diagnosed. The agar medium is densely seeded with 
indicator bacteria, and a number of glass cylinders are placed on the surface of the 
agar. In each one, a solution of the analyte of known concentration is placed, and the 
Petri dish is incubated until the microorganisms grow on this or that medium. During 
incubation, the test ingredient diffuses into the surrounding agar and creates a growth 
zone of microorganisms that use different molecules of substances as a nutrient 
substrate. The diameter of this zone is a function of the concentration of the analyte in 
the solution, which was introduced into the cylinder. A calibration curve linking the 
diameter of the zone to the concentration, for example, of the sugar to be tested, 
makes it possible to study solutions containing sugars in an unknown concentration. 
In another embodiment, the glass cylinders are replaced with paper discs moistened 
with the test solution. With the help of this method of determining substances 
(sugars) in biological test systems (separation of aphids), ten sugars were detected: 
cellobiose, arabinose, inositol, xylose, trigallose, rhamnose, glucose, dulcite, lactose, 
mannose. Chromatographic analysis revealed the presence of 7 sugars in the 
secretions of aphids: rhamnose, xylose, fructose, glucose, sucrose, maltose, lactose.

Based on the data obtained, it can be assumed that combining the two methods 
for analyzing the composition of the aphid-physicochemical and biological 
precipitates makes it possible to obtain more reliable results on the content of certain 
substances in them.

However, when establishing correlations between the results of chromatographic 
and biological methods for determining sugars or other substances, it becomes
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possible to make extensive use of biological test systems for rapid assessment of their 
qualitative and quantitative contents, taking into account the high specificity and 
sensitivity of microorganisms to the presence of certain molecules of substances in 
the nutrient substrate.

Thus, the analysis of information sources and conducted research can serve as a 
basis for creating a biological model of complex relationships in ecological niches, 
formed on the basis of insect outbreaks and filled with numerous species of living 
organisms. The model developed in the future will allow to regulate these 
interactions, which in the end will help to eliminate the risks associated with the loss 
of quality of raw cotton fiber. In addition, it is possible to select biochemical markers 
and use them for selection work aimed at creating plant biotypes tolerant to aphids, i. 
E. not prone to colonization of these insects.

Scientific review. The novelty lies in the fact that as a basis for the formation of 
successions of microorganisms, the nature of the aphid discharge has been studied, 
the quantitative and their characteristics are given depending on the ecological 
situation in the cotton growing regions (in particular, the region of Karakalpakstan), 
and the changes in the composition of the precipitates as a function of time and the 
number of such insects (aphids) of plants. In addition, the novelty is the establishment 
of correlations between the chemical composition of excretions and strains of 
microorganisms inhabiting insects (aphids).

Practical significance. The work carried out consists of the following: chemical 
compounds in the aphidia secretions are "priority" in the formation of 
microorganisms of destructors, which cause significant damage to cotton plants and 
the quality of raw cotton fibers, and are one of the reasons for its stickiness.
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Rezyume. G 'o 'za o ’simligi shirinja bo 'linmalarining kimoviy tarkibini o 'rganish 
va ularning mikroorganizmlardagi suksessiyalarning shakllanishidagi roli. 
O'simliklardan ajraladigan shirinjaning ba'zi omillarga bog'liq tarkibidagi 
uglevodlarning kimoviy tuzilishi va uning paxta tolasi destruktsiyasi bilan 
korrelyatsiyasi aniqlanadi. Paxta xomashyosi yopishqoqligining kelib chiqish 
sabablarining biologik modelini ishlab chiqish va yopishqoqlikni yuzaga keltiruvchi 
bu sabablarni yo'qotish maqsadida shirinja ajralmalari (uglevodlar) ning kimyoviv 
tarkibini aniqlash.

Pe3WMe. M3yneHue npupodHux «noeymeK», Komopue o6pa3yemcn Ha 
pacmeHunx 3a cnem ux amaKU epedumemMu, e nacmHocmu mmMu. XuMunecKuu 
cocmae «noeymeK» emwnaem ce6n: npodyKmu Mema6onu3Ma HaceKOMux e eude ux 
eudeneHuu e pe3ynbmame 63auModeucmeun HaceKOMux c pacmeHunMu. Cocmae 
eudeneHuu, o6pa3yw^uxcn npu 63auModeucmeuu mneu c xnonnamHuKoM, do KOĤ a 
He euneneH. BMecme c meM npednonowumb, nmo ^mu eudeneHun cocmonm u3 
caxapoe, e moM nucne eucoKoMoneKympHux, 6enKoe unu npodyKmoe ux ^u^ponu3a, 
n^MeHmoe u ^py^ux coedurnHuu. TaKO^o poda eudeneHun MO^ym cnywumb 
cy6cmpamoM dm MHO^onucneHHux eudoe MUKpoop^aHU3Moe.

Kalit so’zlar. G'o'zashirinjasi, mikroorganizmlar o'rtasidagi korrelyatsiya, 
uglevodlar, polisaxaridlar

Knwneewe cnoea. XnonKoean mm, noeymeK,yzneeodu, nonucaxapudu
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EXPLOSIVE CYCLES OF LINEAR SYSTEM WITH IMPULSE ACTION 
IN ROUND THE SINGULAR POINT OF TYPE THE FOCAL POINT

Elgondiev K.K.
KaraKalpaK state University name after Berdakh

Summary. It is investigated behaviour o f a trajectory o f system o f linear 
differential equations of the second order with impulse action in unstable instants in 
oKpecHocmu a singular point o f type a focal point. Conditions are specified at which 
performance in the given impulse system periodic movements are organised.

Key words. Differential equations, singular point, focus, dynamic system, 
trajectory, cycles.

Let's consider dinamical system movements in which are described by system of 
two linear differential equations

dx— = ax + by; 
dt
dy— = cx + dy 
dt

(1)

with impulse action on a straight line

Ay | {x, y )GG = 1 (y) > G ={( x y  ) G yy  y =kx}. (2)
Let's consider a problem of study phase trajectories of system (1), (2) in round a 

singular point (0,0) types of a steady focal point.
In this case factors in the right member of the equation (1) will look like

a = d = a , b = c = -ft  and a < 0, ft > 0.
Passing in system (1) to polar coordinates, having supposed x(t) = p(t)coso(t), 

y(t) = p(t)sino(t). We have
dp do--- = ap, —  = f t .
dt dt

(3)
Movement on a phase plane of system (3) will happen on equiangular spirals

—(t-to)p = p e ft , (p = p0 + ft(t - 10), where t0 is an initial instant, (p0, o0) is an initial 
position of a representing point on a phase plane.

Observing of movement of a representing point in a phase space of system (1) us 
the sequence of transfer by an operator A of a representing point of movement from 
one trajectory of system (1) on another on set G in a following aspect is received

(poy Oo) ^  (pi , o ) ^  (pi +1 ( p ); o ) ^

^ (p2y°2 ) ^ ( p2 + 1 (p2 ) ;°2 ) ^  - ^ (pn ,On (4)

^ ( pn + 1 (pn ) ';On ) ^  - .
From here it is visible that the map A : G ̂  G in this case looks like 

A (p) = p+1 (p) and character of movement on a phase plane depends on a choice of
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expression for I  (p).
Theorem. Motionless points of the map (4) generate explosive cycles of a set of 

equations (1). To periodic motionless points of the map (4) there corresponds 
explosive cycles of system (1) movements on which exactly so much time phase of a 
motionless point of map A and a stability of these movement are exposed to 
impulse action what A are defined by a stability of a corresponding motionless point 
of map A .

If, for example, to choose I (p). having supposed

These periodic motionless points of an operator A(p) organise explosive cycles 
of dynamic system (1), at movement on which phase point exactly 2 and 3 times 
accordingly for phase are exposed to impulse action.

1. CaMOĤ eHKO A.M., nepecrroK H.A. r̂ H$$epeH^Ha.̂ bHbIe ypaBHeHHA c HMnynbHbiM 
BO3geHCTBHeM. -KueB. Ba^a mK. -1987, 287 c.

2. Samoylenko V.Hr., Yelgondyev K.K. On existence of periodikal solutions for 
differential equations wish impulsive effets // Jorn. Facta Universitatis / Series: 
Mechanics, automatic control and robotics, 1998. N°2(2). P635-639.

Rezyume. Tayinlanmagan vaqt momentlarida impuls tasiriga o ’chiragan 
ikkinchi tartibli chiziqli va differentsial tenglamalar sistemasining maxsus nuqtasi 
fokus tipida bo ’lgan xolatda traektoriyasi tekshirilgan. Bunday impulsli sistemalarda 
davriy harakatlarning mavjud bo ’lish shartlari keltirilgan.

Pe3WMe. M3yneHa mpaeKmopun dmaMmecKOU cucmeMu, 3adaHHou e fyopMe 
cucmeMbi deyx nuHeuHux ^ufyfyepeH^uanbHux ypaemHUU c uMnyncHUM 
eo3deucmeueM e HefyuKcupoeaHHue MOMenmu epeMenu. flnn maKUX dunaMmecKUX 
cucmeM nonyneHu ycnoeun cymecmeoeaHun pa3pueHux ^Knoe e OKpecnocmu 
ocodou monKu muna fyoKyc.

Kalit so’zlar.Differentsial tenglamalar, maxsus nuqta, fokus, dinamik sistema, 
traektoriya, tsikllar.

Knwneewe cnoea. r̂ ufyfyepeH^uanbHue ypaeHeHun, ocodan monm, fyovyc, 
duHaMunecKue cucmeMa, mpaeKmopun, ^UKnu.

p, pe[°, 1 L
2 - 3p, p e  (1, + ro), 

That the operator A : G ̂  G will look like
J2p, p e[0,1L
[2(1 - p)y p e (1, + <x>).

1 1 4p = -  is a motionless point of an operator A(p) of phase 1. Points { -;-}  also

{6; 2; 4} are motionless points of an operator A(p) of phase 2 and 3 accordingly.

References
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AUTHENTICATION ALGORITHM FOR WEB APPLICATIONS

Samandarov B., Tajibaev Sh.
Karakalpak State University named after Berdakh

Summary. The article deals with the issue o f authenticated algorithm for web- 
based systems. The time duration o f the algorithm is considered as the main principle 
for authentication. Authorization authentication process is subject to flow o f 
addresses.

Key words. Authentication, web application, algorithm, client / server

In modeling the authentication process it is necessary to first divert it into a 
functional and possibly statistical block [1, 2]. Different blocks can vary from time to 
time. For example, the registration process can take place once and can be run in a 
relatively short time interval. The accuracy of the information entered and the 
decision-making process are closely related to the duration of the action, which can 
be repeated many times a day or at least once a day.

As a result, we get the following blocks:
• The registration process is not timed
• Storage depends on the time
• The data exchange process takes place between some seconds.
• Decision-making is a process that allows you to log in or out, such as 

YES or NO.
Then the model scheme will be formed as follows:

(----------------- \ ----------------- - r r
Registration Storage Data exchange Decision

Figure 1. The main process model of remote authentication
In the case of a large number of users of the information system, the 

authentication system is seen as a massive flow of services. Then the transition from 
one state to another is modeled through the Markov chain [3] and the system status is 
determined as follows:

Figure 2. Authentication process model

1 - the user sends a request to the server for registration in the information
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system;
2 - authentication of user and server data;
3 - information is available for authentication of the user;
4 - all information is available on the server for authorization;
5 - the process will be stopped because of insufficient data;
6 - the process is stopped because the data is incorrect.
The simplicity of introducing passcode authentication and the logical clearness 

of the development standards lead to the widespread use of this technology. While 
there are many threats to this authorization technology, it is used in extensive 
information systems and protection against these threats is usually accomplished by 
cryptographic techniques.

The article has developed an algorithm for authentication based on "question/ 
response" technology for web applications.

The client is required to log on to the server from the user's ID (login or id) and 
password, and this information will be compared to the data stored on the server's 
own database. Password encryption technology is used to prevent the passwords from 
being used by the network.

The additional parameter num  in this algorithm is a random number and 
generated for each authentication request. As a result, authentication will be restricted 
by the initial request for authentication. The algorithm based on the "question / 
response" technology is shown in Figure 3. In this case, a unique num  is generated 
for each session.

Figure 3. Authentication algorithm by removing unauthorized call
The encryption of the user's password, based on the proposed algorithm, will 

result in the protection of data transmitted over the network. This ensures safe 
handling on remote servers.
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Rezyume: Maqolada web tizimlar uchun parolli autentifikatsiya jarayoni 
algoritmi bayon qilingan. Algoritmda vaqtga bog ’liq davomiylik autentifikatsiyaning 
asosiy mezoni sifatida qaralgan. Avtorizatsiya autentifikatsiya jarayoni murojaatlar 
oqimi sharoitida qarab o ’tilgan.

Pe3 WMe. B cmambe paccMampueaemcx eonpoc 0 6  aymeHmufy^upoeaHHoM 
amopumMe dm ee6 -cucmeM. flnumenbHocmb amopumMa cnumaemcn ochobhum 
npuH^unoM aymeHmu$UKa^uu. n p o ^ c c  aymeH$um^uu aemopu3a^uu noduuHMemcx 
nomoKy adpecoe.

K alitso’zlar. Autentifikatsiya, web ilova, algoritm, klient, server 
Knwneewe cnoea. AymeHmu$uKa^m, web npmoweHue, amopumM, KnueHm, 

cepeep.
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CALCULATION OF ENERGY POTENTIAL OF THE PASSIVE 
OPTICAL NETWORK (PON) FOR RURAL AREAS

1 1 1 Sharibaev M.B. , Tursumuratov S.S. , Reypnazarov E.N.
1 Karakalpak State University named after Berdakh

Nukus branch o f Tashkent University o f Information Technologies named after
Muhammad al Khorezmi

Summary. The calculation o f energy potential o f the PON network for rural area 
is considered in this article.

Keywords:optical access network, PON technology, fiber.

Introduction
In recent years, subscriber access network are the most dynamic segment of the 

telecommunications industry. They are directly related to the provision of operator 
services for subscribers, so they coverage even in an unfavorable economic situation. 
Here are constantly improving technologies to satisfy new demands of users, new 
technical solutions that are unique to these networks. There is currently a growing 
trend for broadband services. Concurrently telecom operators need to test their 
networks to develop upwards bandwidth, data rate, reduce the time delay in the 
transmission and improve service quality in general. There are appearing and 
increasingly introducing new services such as
IP-telephony, IP-TV with high-resolution, video on demand (VoD), game in mode 
«online» and others. This fact puts question for telecom operators and service 
providers on the further technological development ways; as usual solutions can not 
satisfy the provision of services in full. All those present ways to build a network, the 
most alluring of them looks as technology PON -  Passive Optical Network (PON).

Formulation of the problem
In our work, we must consider the calculation of energy potential of the PON 

network.Chosen of the object located in rural population, equipment and necessary 
facilities for creating network of access. Initial data given below.

The number of potential subscribers -  259.
It is possible to increase the number of subscribers.
Available services: data transfer 10 Mbit/s for each subscriber.
Reservations: there is a need to reserve the trunk and distribution cable.
Accommodation optic cables on existing poles of 0.4 kV.
The wavelength of the signal from OLT to ONT - 1490 nm.
The wavelength of the signal from the ONT to the OLT - 1310 nm.
Parameters o f OLT equipment:
- Up to 16 PON-ports in each chassis;
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- Up to 64 ONU in each port;
- Up to 6 Gbps throughput of the main modules;
The capacity o f GPON port:
- The speed of the channel from the subscriber 1.25 Gbit/s;
- The speed of the channel to the subscriber 2.5 Gbit/s.
The capacity GEPONports:
- The speed of the channel from the subscriber 1.25 Gbit/s;
- The speed of the channel to the subscriber: 2,5Gbit/s.
Transmission Power: 3.5 ~ 5 dBm.
Receiver sensitivity: -6 ~ -30 dBm.
Parameters o f ONT equipment:
- 1 optical port SC / UPC GPON;
Transmission Power: 0.5 ~ 5 dBm.
Receiver sensitivity: -28 ~ -8 dBm.
Justification networking scheme. Figure 1 shows a scheme of a passive optical 

network in considered area.

Figure 1. Scheme o f the network.

Five OLT ports are connected to the five main fiber trunk cable, the other three 
OLT ports are reserved. Trunk cables go from the OLT to the optical cross-country on 
two different paths for redundancy of the main plot. 1 or 2 fibers in each trunk cable 
are reserved. Optical Distribution Frame is located in the town center to reduce the 
total length of the distribution cable. Five distribution cables are located "rings",
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covering five sectors of the village: Sector A - 57 subscribers, Sector B - 55 
subscribers, Sector C - 46 subscribers, Sector D - 40 subscribers and Sector E - 61 
subscribers. Each sector provides links to individual port OLT.

Calculation of energy potential of the network. The calculation of the energy 
potential of the channel communication between the OLT and the ONT, which are in 
Sector B. For all damping is maximum.

Signal transmission from the OLT to the ONT. Energy potential 
P = P olt  - S o n u  = 3,5 - (-28) = 31,5 dBp, 
where POLT is minimum transmitter power OLT,
SONT is the minimum receiver sensitivity ONT.
The attenuation in the fiber at a wavelength of 1490 nm (fiber length from the 

OLT to cross 1.6 km from cross-country to ONT 0.3 km): 
aL= L * aLrel = 1,9 * 0,21= 0,399 dB.
Attenuation on the detachable joints: aAD = N * aAD rei = 4 * 0,2 = 0,8 dB. 
Attenuation in splitters: a S= a 1/16 + a 1/8 = 14 + 11 = 25 dB.
Attenuation on welded joints: aweld = N * aweld rel = 4 * 0,15 = 0,6 dB.
The total attenuation is:
Sa = aL + aS + aAD + aweld = 0,399 + 25 + 0,8 + 0,6 = 26,799 dB.
Power of the signal in input of ONT:
PiN. ONT = POLT - Sa =3,5 -  26,799 = -23,299 dBp -  power of the signal within the 

sensitivity of the receiving device.
Power reserve: AP = P -  Sa = 31,5 -  26,799 = 4,701 dB.
Signal transmission from the ONT to the OLT. Energy potential 
P = P o n u  - S olt  = 0,5 - (-30) = 30,5 dBp, 
where PONU -  minimum power ONT transmitter;
SOLT -  the lowest sensitivity OLT receiver.
The attenuation in the fiber at a wavelength of 1310 nm: 
aL= L * aLrel = 1,9 * 0,32 = 0,608 dB.
Attenuation on the detachable joints: aAD = N * aAD rel = 4 * 0,2 = 0,8 dB. 
Attenuation in splitters: a S= a 1/16 + a 1/8 = 14 + 11 = 25 dB.
Attenuation on welded joints: aweld = N * aweld rel = * 0,15 = 0,6 dB.
The total attenuation is:
Sa = aL + aS + aAD + aweld = 0,608 + 0,8 + 25 + 0,6 = 27,008 dB.
Power of the signal in input of OLT:
PIN. OLT = PONT - Sa = 0,5 - 27,008 = -26,505 dBp -  the signal power within the 

sensitivity of the receiving device.
Power reserve: AP = P -  Sa = 30,5 - 27,008 = 3,492 dB.
Indicators o f using network. Indicators are considered, provided that 

communication services will benefit for all residents of the village, to which goes 
cable in the project. Ports designated by the letters A, B, C, D, E on the designation of 
branches network, which they serve.

OLT port congestion subscribers:
K a  = A / Am = 57 / 80 = 71,25 %;
K b  = A / Am = 55 / 76 = 72,37%;
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K c  = A / Am = 46 / 48 = 95,83%;
K d  = A / Am = 40 / 40 = 100,0 %;
K e  = A / Am= 61 / 80 = 76,25 %,
where A - number of subscribers connected to the port, Am — the maximum 

number of subscribers connected to the port.
It is possible to expand the network by increasing the number of potential 

subscribers.
Conclusion
The results present the main characteristics of the PON technology, considered 

the devices used and the services provided in the PON technology. Produced 
calculation and design of the PON section, selected and used to describe the projected 
area PON equipment (OLT equipment active, passive equipment splitters and fiber 
optic cable).

Issues considered in this work, and their implementation in practice will enable 
a wide range of services to users in the village, improve the quality of communication 
and to provide the perspective of telecommunications development.

In this article we present the calculation of basic technical indicators of the 
construction of fiber-optic communication lines, resulting in the calculated power 
reserve, confirming its effectiveness and feasibility of the project.
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Summary. The work concern transformation o f the soil layer as a result o f 
aridization and desertification for post-deltaic landscape. Structural equation model 
is proposed as a predictive technique to use digital soil mapping approach.

Key words. Geoinfoematics, soil science, structural equation modeling, soil 
degradation, soil cadaster.

Introduction
There is essential degradation of alluvial soil in Karakalpakstan. This 

degradation is a consequence of poor land use and Aral Disaster and causes 
secondary salinization, wind erosion, desertification, decrease of a humus content, 
accumulation of agrochemical pollutions. There is formation of anthropic- 
transformed soil layer in irrigated agrocenosii. Studying of this geoecological process 
we revealed new class and type of the trasfoming geoecosystems -  post-deltaic 
landscapes [1].

A problem and region
General soil maps of the region had been constructed using classical approaches 

in soil mapping using geoinformatics either as final digitalization tool or to adjust soil 
contours with orography and aerial images classification. But modern problems of 
soil quality monitoring, soil erosion indication and landscape transformation 
investigations need adequate GIS technology of soil layer cartography to reveal soil 
evolution processes and predict further state of ecosystem.

After a lot of researches had been made in Karakalpakstan we have some 
theoretical knowledge about soil genesis for argillaceous lands of Amudaria delta. 
Most authors agree that specific spatial distribution of soils is caused with alluvial 
genesis and there are some correlation between ground characteristics and spatial 
structure of deltaic streams. The historic structure of delta left a trace in modern relief 
of the territory, on orography of Karakalpakstan. Also this idea had been used for 
wide-known technique of "relief plastics”. But it is obvious that even structure of the 
base relief before agricultural intervention is only snapshot image of durable 
processes of matter transfer and accumulation in a delta, with interruptions after 
abrupt discharge changes and fluctuations between various kinds of pedogenesis. [2]

Besides modern agrolandscapes also have considerable influence to soil layer 
characteristics changing geochemical flows, causing wind erosion and secondary 
salinization. [1, 3]
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Methods
Consequently we complemented direct deltaic streams network classificaton 

with layer of calculated geomorphological index after numerical processing of digital 
elevation model. Such a multi-parameter grid (hydrological index, inclination etc) 
structured with primary network opens new correlations in soil layer map.

Also there is newly-proposed geomorphon technique. This approach 
demonstrates its efficiency in geomorphological classification of post-deltaic 
landscapes. It is especially important for varying scales and revealing of high-order 
topographic features .

Remote sensing data is next essential data source for the soil layer condition. 
One can indicate salt crust, vegetation density, heat regimen of soil layer, humidity 
etc.

Accordingly complicated characteristics, various scales and hidden 
autocorrelations accompanied with a need to check some a priori ideas about 
ecosytem transformation call for new methods of digital soil mapping with 
forecasting ability. Also we need application of correlation analysis methods.

We use Structured Equation Modeling, SEM. This approach is widely used in 
social and economical sciences, population ecology and health studies. Also there are 
some successful examples of SEM implementation for soil science [4] There are 
various software implementation, including stand-alone programs (Lisrel). Also this 
method has been implemented in some statistical packages (R, Statistica, SPSS). [5, 
6]

After Shiply. Structural equation modeling approach is a mean to translate 
hypothetic causal correlations between observable variables into unified hypothesis 
using analysis of statistical correlations structure. These correlations could be 
described with a set of parameters linked with degree of direct on indirect influence 
of the model variables bears to depending variable. Meta-structure of the core model 
not only translate hypothetic correlations into coordinated model to test but also 
support detailed tools for logical inheritance and renderenig of qualitative 
geographical representation into quantitaive spatial descriptions [7].

Results and discussion
Proposed approaches of Structured Equation Modeling let check and summarize 

various hypothetic correlations of geosystem dynamics and reveal consistent patterns 
in ecosystem transformation.

Using this method we check some hypothesis about series of soil transformation 
for marshy, swampy and meadow soils of Amudaria delta. All this soils are alluvial. 
We reveal that takyr formation process still continues, but some soil parcels move to 
semi-hydromorphic regime and salts accumulation. This process caused formation of 
crusty solonchaks.

Summary
Use of structural equation modeling methods could be effective tools for digital 

forecasting soil mapping and could be used in soil cadastre to estimate water and 
anthropic factor in soil transformation in desertified deltas of arid regions.
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Rezyume. Maqolada eski deltadagi landshaftlarning cho ’llanishi va aridlashishi 
tasirida tuproq qatlamining o ’zgarishi o ’rganilgan. Tuproqlarni raqamli 
kartalashtirish yordamida bashorat qilishda tuzilmaviy tenglamali modellashtirish 
yangi usul sifatida taklif etilgan.

Pe3WMe. B pa6ome paccMampmaemcn mpaHC$opMa^un no^eeHHO^o crom b 
pe3ynbmame apu^u3a^uu u onycmbmrnaHun nocm-denbmoBbx naHdmafymoB. 
npedno^eHa Memod ModenupoBaHun cmpyKmypHUMu ypaBHeHuMMu rnK hobuu 
cnoco6 npô HO3upoBaHUM b ^ufypoBOM Kapmo^pa$upoBaHUu nouB.

Kalit so’zlar. Geoinformatika, tuproqshunoslik, tuzilmaviy tenglamali 
modellashtirish, tuproqning degradatsiyasi, tuproq kadastri.

Knwneewe cnoea. reomfyopMamum, nouBoBedeHue, ModenupoBaHue 
cmpyKmypHbMu ypaBHeHunMu, ^e^pa^a^uM nouB, nouBeHHbU rndacmp.
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Summary. We study Volterra type problem o f integral geometry on polygonal 
lines in a strip. Inversion formulas are received. Stability estimates o f solution to the 
problem in Sobolev spaces are obtained. These theoretical results are used in order to 
recovery a function from experimental data. Numerical results and their graphical 
representation are given.

Key words. Integral geometry,inverse problems, ill-posed problems, Fourier 
transform, recovering.

I. Introduction
Statement of the problem.At a research of internal structure of an object it is 

illuminated radiation.Examining a body from one direction, we get a flat (two
dimensional) shadow image of a three-dimensional body. By examining a body from 
other direction, we get another shadow body image and more information about its 
internal structure.Examining a body from one direction, we obtain new information, 
etc.Having a large number of projection images from different directions, with a 
sufficient degree of accuracy it is possible to restore the internal structure of the 
object, or rather the function of the absorption density of radiation.

The similar way of data collection is the basis of reconstructive tomography.On 
the studied body it is affected by radiation getting in an object.It interacts with the 
matter making an object and at the exit the radiation which passed through a body is 
registered.When processing of the obtained data the following assumptions are used: 
the trajectory of a beam is considered rectilinear and the linear law of absorption of 
radiation in matter is carried out.Let's analyse this law.Let a thin beam of radiation 
falls on a layer of matter.We can assume that the absorption at a concrete point does 
not depend on the direction of the radiation.

Let us consider a simple physical model of the process of attenuation of 
radiation in a matter, which is presented in Fig. 1.
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Fig-1
Let the thin beam of radiation with intensity of I0 get on a matter layer with 

distribution of the linear absorbtion coefficient (easing) of u( x) along distribution of a 
beam.

The stationary equation of radiation transfer in a purely absorbing 
inhomogeneous medium, describing the process of radiation in a matter, is a balance 
of particles or energy and has the form:

dI ( x)
—  - M x ) 1 (x)

where I  - 1 (x ) -  radiation intensity, u (x )Ax -  number of beam, absorbed in the 
interval Ax;

Let’s integrate the left and right sides of the last equation(l):
dI (x) rj — dx — - j jU (x) dx

by denoting - in10 — y , we have:
Ii

j u( x) dx— Y

So, as a result of scan we obtain linear integrals of function u( x) for each of the 
lines Lk. Intotalweneedto restoretheseintegrals.

Further we will consider given integral for functions of two variables:
j u(x)dx — Yk

L k

where i - length which passes radiation through a matter.
Thus, in X-ray computed tomographyprojection data is obtained as 

follows:usingX-raytubesemitX-raybeamintensity i 0 ,which after passing through a 
matter, are registered by detectors. [1, 2, 3]

In this work we study the problem of integral geometry in the strip on the family 
of polygonal lines with a given weight function. We construct analytical 
representations for solutions in the class of smooth finite functions and prove 
uniqueness and existence theorems. Stability estimates for solutions to considered 
problems in the Sobolev spaces are presented and thereby their weak ill-posedness is 
demonstrated. In [4, 5] a relationship between the uniqueness of a solution to the 
problem of integral geometry with perturbation on a strip and the general problem of 
integral geometry of Volterra type on a strip was mentioned.Similar problems were 
considered in our recent papers [6, 7].
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II. Stable inversion formulas and stability estimates

Problem 1. Reconstruct a function of two variables u (x, y ) from its integrals 
with given weight g  (x,£) — sgn (x - £ )  over the curves of a family

r ( x  y  ) —{(£,r ) : y  - r —\x - £l,0 ^  y  ^  H }:

j  g ( x,^ ) u (x , y ) d% — f ( x y ) . (1)
r(x, y)

Theorem 1.The solution of equation (1) is unique in the family r (  x, y ) and has 
the representation

Sxu ( x y ) —2  [ s f - S ^  J f  ( x y >
and inequality is carried out

llu ( x  y  )l U  s  C llf  ( x  y  i  l,,f .
here C - some constant.

Proof: Equation (1) can be rewritten in the following form
y

j [  u ( x -  h ,r i)-u  ( x + h ,r ) ]  d j  — f  ( x, y  )

where h — y  -  r . We apply the Fourier transform in the variable x to both sides
w y

/ x / x_l T i x ._ V y t ; \  y t ; j  j
-l 0

it goes to the form

i  ̂ i  ̂ y
.—  j  elAxf  ( x, y  ) dx — .—  j  elAx j [  u (x -  h , r ) -  u (x + h , j ) j r j d x  

y 2ft - l  V 2 ft - l  o

y 1
l j  u (A,r)  sin (Ah ) d j  — -  f  (A, y  ) (2)
o 2

where
1 Lu (A, r )  — ,— ■ j elAxu (x ,y ) dx ,

V2ft -L
i L

f  ( A > y )—je lA xf (x y) dx<2ft -L
- theFourier transformsof the functions u ( x, y  ) and f  ( x, y  ) respectively.

Then let us apply to (2), the Fourier transform in the variable y :
1 <xi <xi y

— ■=  j  eU f  (A  y ) dy  = - ^ =  j  e U j  u (A,r ) sin (A( y  - r ) )  dr dy  
2V2ft yJ2ft o-L 0

By substituting t — y  -  r , we have
L

e1
0 2 y 2ft —l

L L L
J —  j  eiuru (A,r) d r j  e1Ut sin (At) dt — ^ - ^ =  j  el Uy f  (A, y  ) dy
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Thus, reduces to

where

i ■ u

u

(X,u ) ^ 1 (X,u)  = 1  f  (X,u) (3)

1 X
(X, u )  = - =  f eimu(X,? ] ) ,  

<2n —D
1 X

f  {X,u) = n =  f eu f  ( x  y ) d y , 
4 2 m —X
X

I  (X,u) = f  eiu sin(Xt) d t .

We apply the Euler's formula and obtain

I  (X,u) =
X

X2 — u 2
From the equation (3) and considering (5) we obtain

iXu (X, u )  =1  (X2 — u 2) f  (X, u)

(4)

(5)

(6)

Appling to equation (6), the inverse Fourier transform in the variables u  and X . 
Considering the properties of the Fourier transform, we arrive at the following 
formula:

d ( \ 1— u (x, y  ) = — 
dx v ’ 2

a 2 a 2

ax2 ay2
from equation (7) we obtain

a
ax

-u ( x, y  )
r a2 a2

ax2 ay'

(7)

(8)

using properties the Fourier transform and also considering equation (8) we obtain 
the following estimate

llu ( y I»-;o < c \ f (x y IW? ,2 (9)
where C - some constant.

We denote n  = fx, y) : x e R \0 < y < H } and by c 02 (n) the class of functions 
possessing all continuous partial derivatives up to the second order inclusively and 
having compact support in the strip n .

Problem 2. Determine the function u(x, y) from the equation
f g(x, y d  = f (x, y), (10)

r(x, y)

where g(x ,£) is a given weight function.
Theorem 2. Suppose that the values of the function f (x,y ) at all (x,y ) e n  are 

known and the weight function g(x,g)  has the form g(x,g) = e~kx—̂.
Then the solution of equation (10) in the class C02 (n) is unique and admits the

0
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representation
2 y

(x  y) — ^  f  (x, y)+kf  (x, y) -  j  e -(y-t)f (x, t')dt
[ “ S  —  0

If  weight function g(x,g) — e~kx-  ̂ then equation (1) can be rewritten as
y ij\u(x -  h,r) + u(x + h,r)]e k̂(y-r)dr — f  (x,y) , (11)
0 ‘''I2

where h — y - r .
Applying the Fourier transform in the variable x to the equation (11)

1 — 1 y
f(A,y) — —̂=  j eiAx j[u(x- h,r) + u(x + h,r)]e k(y-r)dr,

\ 2  V2ft R1 0

we obtain
y i -
j  u(A,r)cos(A(y-rjje ̂ k{y-r)dr — f  (A, y) . (12)

Let’s apply the Laplace transform in the variable y  to equation (12). The 
equation takes the form :

+ l  y
- k  (y-r)u \A,rj cost Aly rffe

0 0
~^= f  (A, p )  — j  e -p y  j  u(A,r)cos(A(y-r) )e  -k{y-rrdrdy  — I  (A, p  )• ~ (A, p  ), (13) 
2V2 0 i

+ L
Here I  (a, p) — j  e-(p+k) cos A(y -  r )d t ,

I (A, p ) —( p +k 1, Re p +k > 0 (p + k) + k
equation (13) takes the form

~ 1 i A J ~
~(A, p ) — ^ r  p + k +---- 7 f  (A, p ) (14)2V2  ̂ p + k )

Applying the inverse Laplace and Fourier transforms to both sides of (14), we 
obtain:

1 f f)  f ) 2  y  ̂
u(x, y ) — f  (x, y) + kf(x, y) -  j e ~k( y~t ) f  Cx t ) d t242 v

III. Computational experiment

We define the Radon transform on a family of polygonal lines as follows:
f (x ,y )  = J u(%,rj)ds, (15)

r  (x,y)

where r (x ,y) — {(^,r) : | x — y - r ,  o <y <h }.
The solution of equation (15) was obtained with k — 0 in the form

1 f  f) f)2 y  ̂
u(x,y) —̂  f  (x,y) - ^ j f  (x,r ) d rdy dx

We introduce a uniform grid in a rectangular region D — [a,b]x[c,d]. We seek
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approximate solutions of the problem on this rectangle. For the approximate value of 
differentiation of the second order, we can take the following difference relations:

a2 x fi+1 j — 2fij + fi—1 j
h.

We shall denote uA the approximations of functions u (xi, y ):

f i] +1 — f i] —1 Si+\J — 2gy + gi — 1 jA _ Jij+1 Jiju —
4^2hy 2yf2h2x

yj
where g  — f f  (x ,rj) d j .

0

Forexample, we consider the mathematical phantom [8, 9]:

u (x, y ) —
r —(( x —xn +(y—yo)

, (x —xo)2+ ( y —yo)2 < r 2 , . 

0, (x —xo)2+ ( y —yo)2 > r2-

a) b) c)
Fig. 2. Recovery of the phantom a)Original phantom, b)
Recovery nx — n — 51, c) Recovery when nx — n — 2o1

In Fig.2 there are presented the results of mathphantom recovery 
a tr  = o,25, (x0,y 0) —(o,2;o,1).A tnx — ny — 51 of there sult of recovery we get
distorted image. When nx — n — 2o1 the reconstructed image is close tooriginal
image.

r

e
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Rezyume. Mazkur ishda siniq chiziqlar oylasida integral geometriyaning 
Volterra tipidagi integral tenglamalarini o'rganamiz. Qayta tiklash formulalari 
olindi. Sobolev fazosida echimning barqarorligi bohalandi. Bu nazariy natijalar 
eksperimental ma'lumotlardan funktsiyani tiklash uchun ishlatildi. Ularning sonly 
natijalari va grafik tasviri berilgan.

Pe3WMe. H3ynaemcn 3adanu muna Bonbmeppa UHmê panbHOU ^eoMempuu 
HanoMaHHux 6 nonoce. nonyneHu ^opMynu odpa^enuM. nonyneHu o^ hku 
ycmounueocmu perneHm 3adanu e npocmpaHcmeax Co6oneea. 3mu meopemunecKue 
pe3ynbmamu ucnonb3ywmcn dnn eoccmaHoeneHuM $yH ^uu u3 3KcnepuMeHmanbHux 
daHHux. npueodnmcn nucneHHue pe3ynbmamu u ux ^pa$mecKoe npedcmaeneHue.

Kalit so’zlar. Integral geomeriya, teskari masalalar, korrekt emas masalalar, 
Fure akslantirishlar, qaytatiklash

Knwneewe cnoea. HHme^panbHan ^eoMempuM, o6pamHue 3adanu, 
HeKoppeKmHaM 3adana, npeo6pa3oeaHue 0ypbe, eoccmaHoeneHue.
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Summary. In this work the results o f studying o f anti-hypoxic activity o f the 
polyphenolic compounds isolated from grape seeds cultivated in Uzbekistan and 
comparison with similar medicals are given.

Key words. Proanthocyanidins, biological activity, hipoxity, anti-hypoxity.

It has been known that plants remain an irreplaceable source of receiving 
medicinal of various actions. More than 360 names make the drugs received from the 
plants included in the state register, the allowed to the industrial production and to 
medical practice. For example, for treatment of cardiovascular diseases 
pharmaceuticals which 80% are allocated from plants are used. However it should be 
noted that many wild-growing plants are endemics and recently the area of their 
growth was sharply reduced, many of them are included into the Red List.

The analysis of scientific literature shows prospects of use as pharmaceuticals of 
low-molecular bioregulators from easily renewable plants and a number of 
commercial crops. At the same time the substances emitted from these plants have a 
number of unique properties, such as immune-stimulated, antioxidative, anti
hypotensive, antiviral, antibacterial, interferon-inducing, antidotal, etc.[1-7].

Among the medicines used in broad medical practice - antihypoxants on the 
basis of natural compounds occur very seldom. In this regard, works on receiving the 
natural low-molecular bioregulators having anti-hypoxic activity were begun.

It had begun the research of polyphenols of grape seeds which is called by us as 
“Providin”, having anti-hypoxic activity [8].

The polyphenolic structure of five sorts of grape seeds (“Saperavi”, “Bayan- 
shirey”, “Rundveys”, “Isabella”, “Fragrant muscat”) is for the first time studied. It 
was 6 compounds isolated and two of them were the new, earlier not described in 
literature substances.

From the sum of polyphenols of “Saperavi” grape seeds 4 catechols and 2 
proanthocyanidins are isolated for the first time. Catechols are identified as (-)- 
epicatechingallate, (+)-a catechol, (-)-epicatechin, (±)-gallocatechin.

By means of physical and chemical methods probable structures of 
proanthocyanidin were established as (-)-epicatechingallate-7-O (-P-D-Glcp)- 
(4p^8)-(-)-epicatechingallate-(4p^8)-(+)-catechin-5-O(-P-D-Glcp) and (-)- 
epigallocatechin-3-O-gallate-7-O-(-P-D-Glcp)-(4p^8)-[(-)-gallocatechin]2-(4p^8)- 
[(-)-epigallocatechin-3-O-gallate]2[9].

Pharmacological researches of “Providin” in comparison with other medicines 
were conducted on mice and rats.

The anti-hypoxic activity of “Providin” was compared to a prototype on anti- 
hypoxic effect with the “Gutimin”-the being reference medicine on anti-hypoxic
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action. For these purposes used medicines in the form of an aqueous solution of 0.5-1 
and 3%. At researches on anti-hypoxic activity the compared medicines used in 
doses, optimum on effect: “Gutimin” 100 mg/kg, “Providin” in doses 20, 40, and 120 
mg/kg.

The French medicine “Endotelon” is a chemical analog of “Providin” and 
represents the purified dry grape seeds extract and “Providin” contains the same 
polyphenols. This medicine is recommended for “removal of a fatigue of legs” in 
connection with violation blood and the flows of lymph interfaced to violation of a 
vascular transmittivity. In this regard medicines were compared on various models of 
violation of a vascular transmittivity.

Experiments were made on the pilot model of a hypoxic hypobaric hypoxia (a 
pressure chamber hypoxia), in experiences on white rats. At “height” of 11 km 
experimental rats survived (latent time of death at this height) on average 5.0±1.4 
min. (control group).

At intraperitoneal introduction of “Providin” in a dose 20mg/kg -  24.0±4.75 
min. (i.e. life expectancy was extended by 3.8 times); in a dose of 40 mg/kg -  
35.5±5.42 min. (by 6 times), at the same time 50% of rats survived also in 45 minutes 
of an exposition at this height. “Providin” in a dose 120mg/kg extended life 
expectancy up to 39.0±3.8 min., by 6.8 times and kept 67% of rats survivors.

“Gutimin” in a dose of 100 mg/kg (an optimum dose) extended latent time by 
5.4 times (the control group at this height perished on average through 3.6±0.19 min., 
experienced in 19.5±3.8 min.) and didn't protect any rat at the 45th minute exposition.

On the model of the hypoxic normobaric hypoxia experiments were made on 
white mice.

“Providin” in a dose of 50 mg/kg extended life expectancy of mice in the 
selfcontained camera respectively by 1.9 times (the control group lived 26.25±2.5 
min., and experienced 50.0±3.6 min.); “Gutimin” in a dose of 100 mg/kg - 1.6 times 
(the control group lived 32.3±1.97, experienced - 52.0±2.07 min.).

On the model of a cytotoxic hypoxia -  at introduction of absolutely lethal dose 
of sodium cyanide (8 mg/kg, intraperitoneally) “Providin” in a dose of 50 mg/kg 
extended life expectancy of mice by 3.1 times (in monitoring latent time of death 
2.71±0.28, in experience of 8.56±1.60 min.); “Gutimin” in a dose of 100 mg/kg as 
well as “Providin” - by 3.1 times (in monitoring 2.71±0.28, in experience of 8.6±1.72 
min.).

Therefore, “Providin” on models of a hypoxemic hypobaric hypoxia, a 
normobaric and cytotoxic hypoxia surpasses in activity “Gutimin” twice.

“Providin”, besides, possesses the expressed anti-inflammatory, antioxidative, 
angioprotectiveand membrane stabilizing action and in these effects the French 
medicine “Endotelon” and “Providin” in some plan are close. However on the main 
effects “Providin” was slightly more active.
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Rezyume. Maqolada O ’zbekistonda etishtiriladigan uzum navlari danaklaridan 
olingan polifenol birikmalarining gipoksiyaga qarshi faollik xossalari o ’rganilgan va 
analog dorivor vositalar bilan taqqoslangan.

Pe3WMe. B cmambe npueedeHu pe3ynbmamu u3yneHUM aHm^unoKcmecKoti 
aKmuBHOcmu nonutyeHonbHbix coeduHeHuU eudeneHHux U3 KOcmoneK 
KynbmueupyeMbix e Y36eKUcmaHe copmoe euHO^pa^a u cpaemHUH aHano^u^HUMU 
Med^UHCKUMU npenapamaMU.
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COMMUNITY SCIENCES

DEVELOPMENT OF FREE ECONOMIC ZONES IS A KEY FACTOR IN 
SECURING THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE REGION

Zakimov A.
Karakalpak State University named after Berdakh, Nukus

Summary. The article examines the essence o f the concept o f "free economic 
zone", its significance in the economy o f the republic, its scientific features, the 
formation and perfection o f theoretical-methodological foundations o f the use o f this 
system in the sector o f reproduction and reproduction.

Key words. Economics, Free Economic Zone, Licorice, pharmaceuticals, 
management, Investment.

It is well-known that in recent years, great attention is paid to the creation of free 
economic zones, which combines different areas and directions in foreign countries, 
in particular in Uzbekistan. Experience of developed foreign countries shows that 
creation of free economic zones allows modernization of various sectors of the 
economy, attraction of investments, organization of modern production, creation of 
new workplaces and increase incomes of the population. In particular, in 1996 
Uzbekistan adopted the Law of the Republic of Uzbekistan "On Free Economic 
Zones". According to this document, "Free Economic Zones" is a specially 
designated area with clearly defined administrative boundaries and separate legal 
procedures designed to engage the country and foreign capital, promising technology 
and management experience for the rapid socioeconomic development of the region. 
Attracting foreign direct investment to ensure the accelerated development of 
production, engineering, communications, road, transport, social infrastructure and 
logistics services in the country, the creation of new hi-tech production capacities in 
the country, further involvement of regions into the development of competitive and 
export-oriented production. As the most important factor of expanding access is to 
create more favorable conditions for the gradual development of free economic zones 
[1].

Today, in Uzbekistan there are free economic zones as "Angren", "Jizzakh", 
"Navoi", "Urgut", "Gijduvon", "Kokand" and "Khozarasp", farms "Nukus-farm", 
"Zaamin-farm", "Kosonsoy FARM","Syrdarya-Farm","Boysun-farm","Bostanlyk- 
Farm"and"Parkent-Farm".

Sustainable development of the national economy, in particular in the 
pharmaceutical industry, is directly related to the structural changes in the national 
economy. Acceleration of these processes is addressed in the section 3.2 "Priorities 
for economic development and liberalization" in the five priority directions of the
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development of the Republic of Uzbekistan in 2017-2021, namely, improving the 
effectiveness of the functioning free economic zones, techno parks and small 
industrial zones, as a separate task [2]. In this context, the establishment of free 
economic zones in the country and in the region, which envisages the priority 
development of medicinal plants for the cultivation and cultivation of medicinal 
plants and their processing, will create new high-tech production capacities, increase 
the export efficiency of medicinal plants and phytosanitary products, ensuring 
production, creating new jobs, and, ultimately, improving the living standards of the 
population in the country's regions a significant role.

The idea of establishing free economic zones in Uzbekistan is that agricultural 
products, grown by agricultural enterprises, specialize in the production of medicinal 
products, i.e. the creation of new hi-tech production capacities in regions with 
favorable climatic conditions and export of competitive products to the countrysharp 
increase in foreign exchange earnings, creation of new jobs and increasing incomes 
of the population.

The Nukus-Farm Free Economic Zone, which operates in the Republic of 
Karakalpakstan, is also focused on the development of the pharmaceutical industry, 
which is designed to be based on the most favorable breeding ground for 
Karakalpakstan and its natural climatic conditions. Therefore, the Decree of the 
President of the Republic of Uzbekistan of May 16, 2017 "On Measures of 
Enhancement of Root Products and Industrial Processing in the Republic of 
Uzbekistan" 2970, Resolution of the Council of Ministers of the Republic of 
Karakalpakstan N° 329 dated on May 22, 2017.

The resolution envisages the planting of 16010 hectares of land in the territory 
of the Republic of Karakalpakstan in 2017-2021, and in 2020 hectares are planned to 
plant licorice.

It should be noted that in Karakalpakstan, it is still important to have positive 
experience in breeding and processing of herbal remedies. The fact that almost all of 
the products produced and processed in recent years are export-oriented, indicates 
that the development of the sector is a major prospect.

Nowadays, exports of flour to Karakalpakstan are exported in two directions: the 
raw material of raw nuts, "raw material" and "root crop rootstock". In 2011, 1,861.6 
tons of raw materials were exported to the amount of $ 1,585.4 thousand in the 
Republic of Karakalpakstan, while the export of "royal root extract" amounted to $ 
4447.1 thousand, with 851.0 tons, and by 2016 - The proceeds from the sale of 
6668.7 tons of exported goods amounted to $ 4219.7 thousand, while the export of 
"royal root extract" amounted to 2588.2 tons and the foreign exchange gain of $ 
16484.5 thousand.

In the last five years, the volume of exports of raw materials in the republic for 
the last five years increased by 3.58 times, the volume of foreign exchange earnings 
increased 2.6 times, while the amount of roasted corn extracted 7.8 times increased 
by 3.7 times. In accordance with the Resolution of the Cabinet of Ministers of the 
Republic of Uzbekistan of 27 January 2018 "On measures for further development of 
processing industry in the Republic of Uzbekistan and other medicinal herbs in order
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to effectively utilize such a great potential in the industry and form an effective 
management system, the Nature of the Republic of Karakalpakstan Effective use of 
resources,for the production of export-oriented products with high added value by 
attracting local and foreign investment, the establishment of the Association for the 
production of licorice and other medicinal plants and processing organizations for the 
purpose of radical improvement of the system of management of the processing 
industry and management of the processing industry has been released. The main 
tasks of this association are:

- coordination of implementation of complex development programs for 
breeding and other medicinal herbs cultivation and processing, promoting a common 
science, technology, investment and export policy in this area; - step-by-step increase 
the volume of their production by creating special plantations in favorable areas in 
favorable zones of wildflowers and other medicinal plants using technologies of 
rational use of natural resources and intensive agriculture;
- Ensuring efficient use of raw material raw materials, its deep processing on the 
industrial basis and production of high added value products;

- Participation in elaboration of drafts of normative-legal acts on development of 
sphere of cultivation and processing of antimony and other herbs;
- active involvement of foreign investments, foreign specialists and consultants in the 
creation of new and expanding existing facilities for the production and processing of 
wildflowers and other medicinal plants, introduction of advanced technologies in this 
area;

- defined as participation in the effective organization and coordination of 
training and retraining of specialists in the field of higher and secondary special, 
vocational education as well as their professional development abroad.

It can also be seen from the responsibilities of the aforementioned and the 
Association, which are capable of being comprehensively and up-to-date in the 
context and essence of the free economic zone.In the world history, each of the 
countries has developed a free economic zone in China, the United States, France, 
South Korea, Ireland, Mexico, Hungary, and Bulgaria, taking into account the 
specific developmental paths, geographical and other amenities. There are more than 
3,500 free-of-charge economic zones in the world, which are located in about 140 
countries. Almost 70 million people have been employed in the global economy. 
Their annual savings of $ 500 billion.is dollar. At the moment,economic development 
and economic integration, they are part of the globalization movement. This, in turn, 
requires the implementation of the free economic zones established in our country 
based on world experience.Therefore, the establishment of free economic zones, 
consistent forming of organizational-economic and legal relations of enterprises and 
organizations included in them, the introduction of modern and effective methods of 
corporate governance in stock companies and world-wide experience. In our opinion:

- The essence of the concept of "free economic zone", its significance in the 
economy of the republic, its scientific features, the formation and perfection of 
theoretical-methodological foundations of the use of this system in the sector of 
reproduction and processing;
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- Forming normative-legal bases of the functioning of free economic zones 

specializing in the production of medicinal plants and phytosanitary products and 
improving existing documents; To study the organizational and economic 
mechanisms of free economic zones in foreign countries and to identify opportunities 
for their use in the Nukus-Farm Free Economic Zone in Karakalpakstan;

- Improvement of the privileges and peripherals established for the free 
economic zones established for the development of the pharmaceutical industry, 
based on the competitive environment in the domestic and foreign markets and the 
objective requirements set by the investors;

- Development of organizational and economic mechanisms of functioning of 
free economic zones and logistics centers in separate regions, which specialize in the 
production of medicinal products;

It would be expedient to pay particular attention to solving such issues as the 
cost-effectiveness of the corporate governance system, which combines the 
universally recognized models of corporate governance and the experiences gained in 
our country.
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Summary. The article deals with visually communicative approaches o f  
teaching students to English articles with situational speech .
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Different speech situations expressed by well-reasoned characteristics for each 
of the types determine the functions of the articles in speech and in themselves are the 
main approach of their learning at various stages of the training session.

The definitions of the concept "situation" are numerous and diverse and 
multifaceted. Each author emphasizes some one side of what

the situation is [1.65].
Here are the opinions of the Methodists:
a) the situation is a complex of circumstances;
b) the situation is a complex of actions;
c) the situation is the totality of events;
d) the situation is the aggregate of relations;
When differentiating the conditions of different types of situations, as well as for 

the correct use of the article in a speech, two sides must be taken into account:
- logical methods of internal argumentation, allowing to determine the nature of 

the correlation of the nouns used in speech with the named objects;
- externally situational, including the real situation of speech, the context, the 

structure of the proposal, and other factors that can be used as indicative signs that 
characterize one or another type of situation.

When working on the articles, in addition to the operational side of the training 
activities, an indicative basis of these interactive activities should be provided with 
the help of visual supports, instructions, tables, pictures, diagrams in slides, etc.

Functional and communicative approaches are widely used in teaching grammar. 
Leading, in our opinion, in the teaching of articles, there should be a communicative- 
situational and functional, and therefore, a correct selection of illustrated examples 
that most fully reflect the invariant meaning and distinctive features and their 
opposition, grouping to explain the form of meaning and use of articles.

Methods for creating learning and speech situations in the semantization of 
grammatical phenomena are diverse. They can be reduced to several main areas:

- the use of real objects and physical actions to reveal the essence of the 
phenomenon;
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- Involvement of imaginary actions (gestures, pantomime) to convey the 

meaning of a phenomenon;
- The use of various means of visual presentation (pictures, series of pictures, 

cards, photographs, postcards, slides, plans, schemes) of real objects and physical 
actions for revealing the essence of the phenomenon;

- Use of educational films (video films, filmstrips, movie endings, film 
fragments, computer programs) to visualize and situate the features of the use of a 
particular phenomenon;

- Creation of a foreign context by reference to real events, relationships, facts, 
realities (even from the life of the trainees). Such situations are created by verbal 
means, based on internal visibility;

-Use of translated linguistic means of semantization of grammatical structures in 
the form of translation of interpretation, comparison, in the native language or with 
the native language;

- The use of various types (staging, transformation, gaming, visual-situational, 
test exercises for determining the type of situations) exercises. Exercises should 
provide multiple multiple repetition of the studied form in variative situational 
conditions.

Now we turn to the indication of some examples of lessons and activities that 
include articles.

Articles in the class can be the main language material
Or one part of the lesson is even a material for repetition. It depends on the 

pourable plan of the lesson or the way the teacher presents the material.
If  the main part of the lesson is to work on English articles, then:
The task of the lesson is to use the definite article in new situations to practice 

the students in oral speech.
Educational means: textbook, exercises, a set of situational subjects and 

composite drawings, cards, slides.
It begins with a brief repetition and analysis using a table or pictures of logical 

ways of formulating nouns with a definite article by student from previous lessons 
indicating (on a specific object) Leave the man alone, Mary, as the first way of 
referring to a famous .The farmer was pleased with the present. Additional 
specification of the object. Show me the black one, please.

Then we proceed to analyze two new situations, too, requiring the use of a 
definite article. The fourth logical way of formulating nouns with a definite article is 
the way of logical inclusion of an object into the number of known ones. For 
example, in the hallway of the school a woman approaches a student and asks: 
"Where is the time table" (you can show it in real life or a video fragment). Here the 
definite article does not point to an object in sight of the speakers or an object known 
to the speaker from the joint previous experience since there are no timetables in this 
corridor and speaking each other do not know. The definite article in this case 
indicates that the object in question is an integral part of another known one.

In this situation, the existence of a timetable is natural and necessary and does 
not cause confusion. The use of a particular article indicates the specific correlation
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of the noun used with this object.

The possibility of including the so-called objects in the number of known 
objects is due to the close connection between the various sides of the individual 
objects or the objects themselves. For pupil who talk about their school affairs, the 
use of a definite article with the words the teacher’s room, the hall, the dining room, 
the doctor and etc.

The fifth case of the use of a definite article reflects the generic characteristic of 
the object. In this case, the external situational conditioning is weakly expressed or 
not expressed at all. The use of a definite article on the basis of the generic 
characteristics of the object is not universal, it is limited to the framework adopted in 
the English language. Cases of understanding nouns in terms of the generic 
characteristics of objects in the design of nouns with a definite article are quite 
diverse [5.87].

They are found for example:
a) in the scientific literature: The verbal are the three in number: the infinitive, 

the gerund and the participle.
b) in fiction, especially in fables, fairy tales, songs, proverbs and sayings: The 

bright windy day the wind says to the sun "I am stronger than you".
c) in everyday life in the names of birds, animals, plants, phenomena, nature, 

modes of transport, communication, musical instruments, etc. He does not like 
walking in the rain. Wonderfully.

d) before the names of nouns that form objects unique in their kind: The Earth, 
The word and etc;

e) before the names of nouns, formed from adjectives: the young, the white, the 
black and etc.

After explaining the teacher and controlling the understanding of the use of a 
certain article on these methods, students begin to perform various exercises placed in 
the training complex with the help of technological means.

In addition, in the process of teaching English in cases where students make 
mistakes in the use of articles, the teacher resorts to analysis. This analysis should be 
extremely brief and reduces to recognizing a typical situation and establishing the 
way the noun is written with an article.

If  this material serves as a repetition of an indefinite article, several different 
exercises are performed to recognize the type of situations. Drawing on a table 
illustrating typical situations requiring the use with countable nouns of an indefinite 
article, the teacher formulates a rule and explains these situations. Then, the students 
read to themselves, the next sentence in the exercise, and determine which typical 
situation defines the use of an indefinite article in it, and either call this situation in 
their native language, or all show the number of this situation. These exercises 
activate and correct the use by students of speech of an indefinite article in situations.
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Summary. Different types o f  the ways o f  the tape-tasked teaching in ESP classes 
are considered in this article, which make a positive learning environment in the 
process o f  practical lesson on foreign language.
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According to Brown’s (1994) consideration that task-based activities set up 
social situations so that students can have meaningful discussions with one another. 
When students use English to cooperate and interact with each other, classes are 
more effective. According to interactive classes have the following beneficial 
features:

• There is a large amount of pair and group work.
• Students engage in spontaneous and authentic conversations.
• Students write for actual audiences and purposes, not artificial ones.
• Tasks prepare students for the real world outside of the classroom.
We grasped the content of consideration. We admit that teachers must find 

solutions to problem such as cramped classrooms and to pair up students of different 
languages. Some teachers avoid doing group and pair work in class because it is 
noisy. We feel satisfied. It’s very efficient technique to divide groups. It should be 
taken into account that students work eagerly and lively.

Willis (1996, 36) mentioned that task-based learning produces the opposite 
effect, as is evident by the definition of task given by "a goal-oriented communicative 
activity with a specific outcome, where the emphasis is on exchanging meanings, not 
producing specific language forms." Byrne (1988, 31) underlined that group and pair 
work also increase the speaking time for each student in a class. According to Byrne 
(1988, 31) concept "unless you have a very small class, you will never be able to 
give your students enough oral practice through whole class work."

ESP classes often pose special problems for teachers. At some universities, 
students learn English by using the technical language of their degree program, such 
as medicine, business, information technology, or some other field. Known as English 
for Specific Purposes (ESP), this type of English instruction integrates the specialized 
subject matter of the field into the classroom. ESP requires the acquisition of highly 
specialized terminology and the ability to explain formal processes as students 
prepare for the high-level competence they will have to demonstrate in their chosen 
careers. Because this advanced material is often difficult and challenging, students can 
easily fall behind or become nonresponsive. It is therefore imperative for teachers to
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use methods that make upper-level classes effective and communicative. One good 
solution is task-based teaching, which links pair and group work with relevant 
activities to make language lessons more inter-active, thus increasing student engage
ment and comprehension. This article describes how we implemented task-based 
teaching to improve language learning in an upper-level ESP class.

Before we learned about task-based teaching, two main problems in class were 
to find more time for students to communicate and to motivate them to talk. If 
activities are primarily focused on drilling and studying grammatical forms, it is 
difficult for students to communicate since the language situation they are put in is 
rather unnatural, and their roles do not demand the use of authentic language. They 
therefore treat language learning as routine and simply go through the motions. Task- 
based learning produces the opposite effect, as is evident by the definition of task 
given by Willis (1996, 36): "a goal-oriented communicative activity with a specific 
outcome, where the emphasis is on exchanging meanings, not producing specific 
language forms." Tasks based on relevant student interests and aspirations increase 
the meaningful use of language, and when tasks are focused on meaning, learners 
have better "opportunities in the classroom to use the language for genuine 
communication" (Willis and Willis 2007, 4).

Task-based activities set up social situations so that students can have 
meaningful discussions with one another. When students use English to cooperate and 
interact with each other, classes are more effective. According to Brown (1994), 
interactive classes have the following beneficial features:

• There is a large amount of pair and group work.
• Students engage in spontaneous and authentic conversations.
• Students write for actual audiences and purposes, not artificial ones.
• Tasks prepare students for the real world outside of the classroom.
Group and pair work in ESP classes creates a completely different atmosphere 

from that of a traditional teacher-centered class; instead of strictly controlling the 
students, the teacher coordinates their work. According to Brown (1994), group work 
creates a favorable climate for communication by relieving students of the anxiety of 
having to talk in front of the whole class. Brown reports miraculous changes in stu
dents who had been too shy to talk until they worked in groups. In addition, group 
work makes students more responsible and autonomous—they have equal 
responsibility for performing a task and find it "difficult to 'hide' in a small group" 
(Brown 1994, 174).

Group and pair work also increase the speaking time for each student in a class. 
According to Byrne (1988, 31), "unless you have a very small class, you will never 
be able to give your students enough oral practice through whole class work." For 
example, if  you have 30 students and 30 minutes of oral work, each student will at 
most have only one minute to talk; "on the other hand, if you divide your students 
into pairs for just five minutes, each student will get more talking time during those 
five minutes than during the rest of the lesson" (Byrne 1988, 31).

A fundamental consideration is how to arrange the students to perform a task in 
pairs and groups, and teachers must find solutions to problems such as cramped
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classrooms and having to pair up students of different language levels. Although a 
classroom with moveable tables and chairs is ideal, many classrooms have rows of 
desks that are permanently attached to the floor. In this case, one solution is to ask the 
students in one row to turn around and talk to the students sitting in the row behind 
them. In this way, they can face each other during their conversation, which we 
believe is better than talking to the student sitting next to them. This method also 
works when dividing students up into groups of four: two students who sit next to 
each other can turn around and work with the two students sitting behind them. 
Sometimes we ask my students to leave their desks and find partners themselves. 
However, if it takes them too much time to decide, we pair them up myself or number 
off the students and assign each pair a place in the classroom.

Some teachers avoid doing group and pair work in class because it is noisy. But 
how is it possible to learn a language silently? If  our students are noisy but they are 
speaking English, we feel satisfied. In some cases, when there is too much noise in 
the classroom, we use a simple but efficient technique with stoplight cards described 
by Jacobs and Hall (2002, 55): "A green card goes on the desk of groups if they are 
working together quietly. A yellow card indicates they need to quiet down a bit. When 
a red card is put on their desk, the group should become completely silent, and all 
should silently count to ten before starting work again." With time, as students 
regularly practice group and pair work, they learn to work more quietly.

We first encountered the amazing possibilities of interactive techniques for 
preparing students for real-world language use when we discovered the following six 
tasks categorized by Willis (1996) that form a chain in advanced order of complexity:

1. Listing. Students work individually or in groups to gather facts about a topic 
by brainstorming, researching, and interviewing. This provides plentiful data and 
activates their background knowledge and experience of the topic.

2. Ordering and sorting. Students sequence or rank the facts, vocabulary, or 
ideas about a topic in a meaningful order.

3. Comparing and contrasting. Students point out the similarities and differences 
in the information they have gathered.

4. Problem-solving. Students create and evaluate a hypothesis related to a prob
lem and analyze possible solutions.

5. Sharing personal experiences. Students engage in conversations and discus
sions about topics that have personal relevance.

6. Creative tasks and projects. Students collaborate to produce a written, oral, or 
multimedia project that summarizes the important things they have learned from task- 
based work.

These techniques are especially valuable for organizing group or pair work, and 
they can be based on almost any text, adapted to almost any topic, and used not only 
in ESP classes but in any class. While performing these tasks, students engage in 
spontaneous discussions, solve problems, and prepare presentations. These activities 
help students communicate freely and overcome the psychological barrier to 
communication that so often occurs in a classroom setting. While it is difficult for 
teachers to reproduce in a classroom all the situations in which students may need to
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use English in real life, these kinds of tasks will help students be better prepared to 
undertake real-life challenges. They will train learners to use language spontaneously 
outside the classroom, and allow them to use important language functions correctly, 
including "agreeing and disagreeing, interrupting, asking for repetition and 
clarification, changing the subject or the emphasis, highlighting the important part of 
the message, guessing at meanings and making inferences and so on" (Willis and 
Willis 2007, 136). One of my students once told me that he had been able to give 
directions to a foreign visitor in English. The visitor was very grateful because until 
he met my student, he had not been able to find anyone in the street who could speak 
English. Our student said that the communication in groups and pairs in class helped 
him in that situation, even though we had never practiced giving directions in our 
lessons.

Using Willis's (1996) series of tasks is convenient and practical because 
implementing them does not take much time or require many resources. When 
implemented together they form a task chain of increasing complexity that is an 
excellent method for creating communicative activities for any topic. However, this 
does not mean that teachers have to use them all for every topic, or even use them in 
the given order. It is possible to use only one or two if a teacher is short on time or 
has difficulties developing six tasks for the same project. In addition, as was my case, 
the type of project may require switching the order of the six tasks.

We adapted the tasks for a project based on a reading passage from an ESP 
textbook titled The Language o f  Mechanical Engineering in English (Hall 1977). The 
project was made relevant and interesting by focusing on the environmental problems 
caused by engineered devices used in our everyday lives and the students' reasons for 
choosing engineering as a career. Combining these relevant topics with task-based 
teaching is a way to "involve learners in different types of extended discourse. It 
provides an arena for informal spontaneous interaction" (Willis and Willis 2007, 
136).

Although task-based teaching exposes students to all four skills, I made sure to 
supplement all the tasks with meaningful writing that was used to inform the class. 
According to Willis and Willis (2007), writing complements oral activities and 
provides opportunities for language focus because "speaking is a real-time activity, in 
which there is normally no time for careful consideration of language. Writing, on the 
other hand, allows time to think about language" (117).

The following tasks were performed as post-reading activities to elicit further 
discussion of the text's main aspects, although the same tasks could easily be adapted 
for pre-reading activities. The students did the following activities in two subsequent 
90-minute stop to search for the right word to express the meaning they want, or to 
look up in the dictionary a word they are not sure of. Or they may stop to wonder if a 
sentence they are planning to produce is grammatical, or if it can be improved in 
some way" (Willis and Willis 2007, 113).

Using these task-based activities in our upper-level ESP classes has really 
helped encourage our students to communicate in English and made my lessons 
livelier. At first we were afraid that my students would be too shy and reluctant to
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participate in the activities. We were especially concerned because my groups of 
engineering students consist mainly of young men, and we tend to find that male 
students are, on the whole, less talkative and more reserved than female students. But 
we were both surprised and inspired by the fact that they did not object at all to 
performing the tasks, and we could even see that they enjoyed doing them. We also 
observed that even the quietest students spoke more freely in groups and pairs than in 
front of the whole class. We fear that students would speak their native language 
instead of English was also unfounded. There were several such incidents, but on the 
whole it was not a problem because the students had more time to speak English and 
they gradually got used to it. In closing, we would also like to mention that because 
the students' communication in groups and pairs is much like real communication 
between people outside of class, they now feel more confident as English speakers.
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Rezyume. Maqaloda ESP sinflarda chet tillarini o ’qitishda amaliy darslarning 
ijobiy tasiri va o ’qitishning har hil ko ’rinishdagi ishlanmalari ko ’rib chiqilgan va 
taqdim qilindi.

Pe3WMe. B cmambe paccMompeHu u npedcmaeneHu pa3pa6omKu pa3Hux eudoe 
ochobhux 3adan e npenodaeaHuu e ESP Knaccax, Komopue no3umueHO enuxwm Ha 
n po^ cc npaKmunecKux 3aHxmuu no uHocmpaHHOMy x3uKy.

Kalit s o ’zlar. Chet el, tinglovchi, rivojlanish, til, sinf, o ’qitish, talaba, masala, 
mashg ’ulot.

KRwneewe cnoea. MHocmpaHHuu, aydumopux, pa3eumue, x3uk, Knacc, 
o6yneHue, cmydeHm, 3adana, 3aHxmue.
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Summary. This article deals with the language that is considered in this work as 
a way by which we penetrate not only into the modern mentality o f  nation, but also 
into the views o f  ancient people in the world, society and ourselves. We see that 
echoes o f  the past years, having survived the centuries, are preserved today in 
proverbs, sayings, idioms, metaphors, symbols o f  culture and others.
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Language not only reflects reality, but interprets it, creating a special reality in 
which a person lives. That is why the philosophy of the turn of the millennium 
develops based on the use of language. According to an eminent scholar of our time
A. M. Heidegger, language is called “the home o f being”[1.p. 93].

Therefore, linguistics, the science of language, occupies the avant-garde 
methodological positions in the system of all humanitarian knowledge and it is 
impossible to do without its help in studying culture. The language is considered in 
this work as a way by which we penetrate not only into the modern mentality of the 
nation, but also into the views of ancient people in the world, society and ourselves. 
The echoes of the past years, having survived the centuries, are preserved today in 
proverbs, sayings, idioms, metaphors, symbols of culture and so on.Much 
information about the world comes to a person through the linguistic channel, so a 
person lives more in the world of concepts created by him for intellectual, spiritual, 
social needs than in the world of objects and things: a huge share of information 
comes to him through words, and the success of a person in society it depends on 
how well he owns the word, and not so much even in terms of the culture of speech, 
as the ability to penetrate the secrets of the language.

The subject of the formation of cultural linguistics as a science of the interaction 
of language and culture is devoted. Its main task is to reveal the mental people and 
their culture through language. Whyphraseologisms, metaphors, symbols and others 
have been precisely investigated? The fact is that they are the most valuable source of 
information about the culture and mentality of people, myths, legends, and customs 
are kind of conserved in them.The well-known Russian linguist B. A. Larin wrote: 
“Idiom always indirectly reflect the views of people, the social system, ideology of 
their era. They reflect as the light of the morning is reflected in a drop of dew”. The 
same can be said about metaphors, symbols, and others.

If  the traditional way of understanding the problem of the interaction of 
language and culture is to try to solve linguistic problems using some ideas about 
culture, here we study the ways in which language embodies in its units, stores and
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translates culture.Linguoculturology is a branch of linguistics that emerged at the 
junction of linguistics and cultural studies and explores the manifestations of culture 
of people that are reflected and entrenched in the language. Ethnolinguisticsand 
sociolinguistics are completely connected with it, and so closely that it allows V.N. 
Teliya to consider linguoculturology as a section of ethnolinguistics. Nevertheless, 
these are fundamentally different sciences. When we talk about the ethno-linguistic 
direction, it should be remembered that its roots in Europe come from V. Humboldt, 
in America from F. Boas, E. Sepir, B. Warff, in Russia, the works of D. K. Zelenin, E.
F. Karsky, A.A. Shakhmatov, A.A. Potebni, A.N. Afanasyev, A.I. Sobolevsky and 
others were of great importance. The problem of correlation and interrelation of 
language, culture, ethnic is an interdisciplinary problem, the solution of which is 
possible only by efforts of several sciences from philosophy and sociology to ethno- 
linguistics and linguistic culturology. For example, questions of ethnic linguistic 
thinking are the prerogative of linguistic philosophy, the specifics of ethnic, social or 
group communication in the language aspect is studied by psycholinguistics.

Language is intimately connected with culture: it grows into it, develops in it 
and expresses it. If  culturology examines the self-consciousness of a person in 
relation to nature, society, history, art and other spheres of his social and cultural 
being, and linguistics considers the worldview that is displayed and fixed in the 
language in the form of mental models of the linguistic picture of the world, 
linguoculturology has its subject and language and culture, being in dialogue, 
interaction.In the center of modern ethnolinguistics are only those elements of the 
lexical system of the language, which are correlated with certain material or cultural- 
historical complexes.Ethnopsycholinguistics is closely associated with 
linguoculturology, which establishes how elements of behavior associated with a 
particular tradition appear in speech activity, analyzes differences in the verbal and 
nonverbal behavior of different languages, explores speech etiquette and the “color 
picture of the world”, lacunae in the text during intercultural communication, 
studying bilingualism and multilingualism as a feature of the speech behavior of 
various people. National culture enters into dialogue with other national cultures, 
highlighting such things that the native culture didn’t stop paying attention.

As M. M. Bakhtin wrote about like this: “We pose new questions to a foreign 
culture, which it didn’t put to itself, we look for the answer to our questions, and the 
foreign culture answers us, revealing to us our sides, new depths of meaning”[3.p. 
335].This is a pattern of intercultural communication, its integral part, the study of 
which is of particular interest.

As E. Benveniste noted, the whole history of modern thought and the main 
acquisitions of spiritual culture in the Western world are connected with how people 
create and how they handle several dozens of basic words. These words are precisely, 
in our opinion, the words “culture” and “civilization”. In studying culture from 
different points of view, each time we have slightly different results: a psychological 
activity approach gives some results, a sociological one gives others. Only by turning 
culture with its different facets we can get a more or less holistic view of this 
phenomenon.Given the inconsistency in the definitions, we will accept a true
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definition of this entity.

Culture is a combination of all forms of activity of a subject in the world, based 
on a system of attitudes and prescriptions, values and norms, models and ideal, this is 
the hereditary memory of a collective that “lives” only in dialogue with other 
cultures. In that case, we understand by culture the set of “rules of the game” of 
collective existence, a set of methods of social practice, stored in the social memory 
of the collective, which have been developed by people for socially significant 
practical and intellectual actions. The norms of culture are not inherited genetically, 
but are assimilated through learning, so mastering a national culture requires serious 
intellectual and volitional efforts.The largest philosopher of the XX century M. 
Heidegger writes about this: “ .. human activity is understood and organized as a 
culture. Culture is now the realization of supreme values by cultivating the highest 
human virtues. It follows from the essence of culture that, as such cultivation, it in 
turn begins to cultivate itself, thus becoming a cultural policy” But culture is not just 
a collection of artifacts, the real world created by the hands of a man is a world of 
meanings that a person puts into the products of his activity and into the activity 
itself. Creation of new meanings becomes the meaning of activity in spiritual culture
- in art, religion, science.

The world of meanings is the world of products of human thought, the realm of 
the human mind, it is boundless and immense. Consequently, the culture that is 
formed by human activity covers both the person himself as a subject of activity, and 
methods of activity, and the variety of objects (material and spiritual) in which the 
activity is objectified, and secondary methods of activity that distribute what is in the 
objective being of culture. Since culture is derived from human activity, its structure 
should be determined by the structure of the activity generating it.

Any culture is a process and the result of a change, getting into the environment. 
It follows from the above that cultures of different nations differ from each other, first 
of all, not by the type of contemplative mastering of the world and even not by the 
way of adaptation to the world around, but by the type of its material and spiritual 
appropriation, that is, by active behavioral reaction to the world. The activity of the 
subject in the world is based on the attitudes and prescriptions he extracts from 
culture. And culture itself is not only a method of appropriation, but also selection of 
an object for appropriation and its interpretation.In any act of appropriation, we can 
distinguish both external (extensive) and internal (intensive) sides. The first 
characterizes the scope of the act.

Gradually, this area is expanding: man includes in the production process more 
and more new material resources. The second reflects the mode of appropriation.

To sum up, changes in the sphere of appropriation are of universal, international 
nature, the method of appropriation always has a specific national tint, reflects 
behavioral dominant of particular people.
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Rezyume
Ush bu maqola nafaqat bu zamonaviy millatning mentalitetiga kirib qolmay, 

balki dunyodagi, jamiyatdagi va o'zimizdagi qadimgi xalqlarning fikr- 
mulohazalariga kirib boradigan usul sifatida ko'rib chiqiladi. O'tgan yillarning 
asrlar mobaynida davom etayotgan yangiliklar bugungi kunda maqollar, so'zlar, 
iboralar, metaforalar, madaniyat ramzlari va boshqalar bilan saqlanib qolganini 
ko 'ramiz.

Pe3WMe. B ^mou cmambe paccMampueaemcn m3uk, KaK cnocod, KomopuM mu  
npoHUKaeM He monbKo e coepeMeHHuu MeHmanumem Ha^u, ho u eo 63znndu 
dpeeHUx nwdeu e Mupe, od^ecmee u Hac caMUx. M u euduM, nmo omaonocKU 
npomnux nem, nepe^ue eem, coxpaHunucb cesodHM e nocnoeu^x, 6ucm3bi6aHuHx, 
uduoMax, Memafiopax, cuMeonax Kynbmypu u dpyaux.

Kalit so'zlar. Til, madaniyat, tilshunoslik, etnolingvistika, iboralar, 
frazeologizmlar.

Knwneewe cnoea. R3uk, Kynbmypa, nuHaeucmmecmn du^unnm a, 
3mHonuH36ucmum, uduoMu, fipa3eonosu3Mu.
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Summary. In the article the reflection o f  national idea in the political contests o f  
Karakalpak shairs (poets)
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The modernization in different fields of modern life has been fulfilled 
successfully during the process of development in an independent Uzbekistan. In 
order to accelerate the development in the Uzbekistan, there is carrying out policy 
reckoning a historical style of living, way of thinking, traditions and customs of local 
people. Indeedmoral and enlightenment, traditions the way of living and the way of 
thinking which were evolved for ageshas been inspired by our great ancestors’ 
heritage. Karakalpak poets’ contest plays an important role in the process of creating 
and evolving of national ideology.

It demands carrying out special research because of his issue is very 
complicated. For that reason we want to mention about mastership of poets’ contest in 
the works of Karakalpak poets in twenty first century such as: Berdakh, Ajiniaz and 
Otesh during the process of evolving of national idea.

According to this we cite as an example of our first president’s words [1] "The 
establishment of national culture and spirituality, the classical poets of the 
Karakalpak people Berdakh, Ajiniyaz opened the way to the complete restoration of 
their creative heritage and the glorification of their memories"

It is considerable thing to retreat and renew their works from old ideological 
biases

Firstly brief informationabout poets’ contest.
Contest means as playing words and debating of thoughts. Actually it is contest 

of poets, jokers and some wise men related to various contradictions. Contest was 
used in fromsmall events and to big wedding parties. Poets competed with each 
other with poems. One of kind of contest is composing contest. Some scientists 
believe that composing contest existed not only among Karakalpak nation but also in 
many countries throughoutworld. Even one of them existed in the middle age.

Despite the history of Karakalpak poets’ contest was longed for a long time, for 
many reasons one of them did not remain. If we focus on the evolution of this genre 
in the history of oral literature we can see some professional represents of contest. 
According to the example of oral literature it is clear that it is typical of poets’ 
contest. The main point of poets’ contest is criticizing an economic, social and 
cultural development of society. Small issues which were used in the boy and girls’ 
contest was declined in the poets’ contest. In addition that contest enriched with 
demands of people. It is not surprise that these kinds of contests were started from
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simplejests. Like for instance the contest between Berdakh and Otesh. Both of them 
were great poets of karakalpak. They were uncle and nephew. Traditional jests 
reflected in their playing words. However, except the prosperity of people and high 
standards of living there were honored the struggle and the hero’s’ sacrifices.

All of them were clarified with the real events which happened till Berdakh and 
Oteshs’ time.

For instance the tragedies of Aydosbiy and his brothers Begis and Mirjiq.
According to story: During the struggle for freedom a simple-minded Aydosbiy 

lost his brave brothers Begis and Mirjiq because of himself and at the end he was 
abandoned and killed. It is related to the strike of Aydosbiy which happened in 
second quarter of nineteenth century. During the contest there were some limited 
topics like kinsmen and etc. In some ways it is typical of Berdakh and Otesh’scontest. 
Indeed firstly it was limited with individual address. Thesecond the social and 
economy questions whichwere raised in contest were aspect of whole life of people. 
Additionally we can see such kind of motives which poets used as an object for their 
contest were repleted in other works of poets. Like for instance Berdakh’s legends: 
“Aydosbiy”, ”Aydos baba” and Otesh’s famous poem “Ottidunyadan” The main 
meaning of them are love for motherland, coalition of people, peacefullife, fraternity 
of nations and etc.It proves that they lived with the sorrows of people. That is why as 
Berdakh concluded: “Berdimurat likes people ,people adore Berdakh more than 
world». Also he considered the meaning of living was serving his people. “I wrote for 
great people» saidhe. Living with misery of people and the idea of struggle for 
freedom was typical of one of the most famous poet of karakalpaks Ajinyaz. 
Forinstance: in spite of his contest with kazak poetess Qiz Menesh (was published in 
“Turkstan walayati” in September and October YA) was multiple topics and 
Including social and economy cultural barriers of kazak and karakalpak peoples’ life 
it was analyzed. In order to defeat their opponents poets tried to use any arguments. 
For instance: Menesh tried to criticize the migration of karakalpak people during the 
famine.

Even she asks question like that:
“who is karakalpak?”
Ajinyaz answered: “Karakalpak is also a great nation like kazak”
Ajinyaz was more knowledgeable than Menesh and he was blamed not for 

people but the organizations filling with injustice.
That is why he answered like this: everything will be replaced, why are you 

talking like that”
Ajinyaz
“You are deserve for more than that”
Poets tried to find out the main goal of unifying people by observing traditions 

and customs, the conditions of living, the way of thinking.
Sure the role of works of Berdakh, Ajinyaz and Oteshs’ is not limited in the 

process of creating and evolving national ideology.
Except ethical, aesthetically, historical, juridical parts, there are the number of 

actual issues like ideological social-psychological components and moral and etc.
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GLOBAL HYPERTEXT 
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Summary. The role o f internet media is shown in this scientific article in modern 
century. On concrete samples it is exhibited how hypertext influences in new 
situation. Hypertext also affects not only journalism, but also human psychology.

Key words. Hypertext, multimedia, personal, computer hypertext, internet 
hypertext, paradism, fast memory, no limited, many texts

The uniqueness of the information technology is that it has a web look, that is, 
processing, transmitting and distributing information in the Internet through a 
hypertext data system. This is the most important means of communication in the 
process of sharing data, which is a network connection, a tool between the Internet 
and users.

The importance of hierarchy in computer and web formats is that it helps to 
quickly find bulk information. Additionally, the hypertext is much like a database. It 
collects, selects, searches, transmits information. Not only read online text 
information, but also allows you to edit and edit text.

Internet germs in the computer dictionary are shown as conditional verbal logic. 
His explanation is that the text has been structured with the help of his hyperlinks to 
other information in the network. HTML on the Web (Hypertext Markup Language, 
web site).

Media, called online journalism, differs from other media by three key features: 
multimedia, interactivity, and hypertext. These three features are so accessible that 
the user can offer several interactive and other services simultaneously. Of course, the 
three features are today's scientific interpretation. But some 6-7 years ago, experts 
have listed seven features of web-based journalism. For example, Fernando Zamith, 
an Internet scientist in 2008, classifies seven media types in the media - interactivity, 
hypertext, multimedia, fast, memory, universal, personality [1,5]. However, the 
scientist's description of the specific media aspects of this web site is of a general 
nature and characterizes the information sharing on the Internet. The truth is that 
speed, universality, and privacy are also informative - the transmitted message is fast, 
readable or informative (Figure 1).

Therefore, online media outlets are now recognized as three major brands - 
multimedia, interactivity and hypertext. They are also closely related and unique.
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(Figure 1)
The hypertext is packed with a large, rich archive, with a unique collection of 

information. For example, only one information on the subject is combined and 
information is merged. It is possible to get any information on the subject. It is 
important that the information in the hypertext does not delete or the paper layers are 
stored in the Internet archive. No special permissions are required for archiving. The 
search engine is responsible for entering into keywords that are required by the 
Internet. The system also reports the availability or absence of information within 
seconds. If you have search information, it will be transmitted to you.

Multiple textures are one of the features of the hypertext. Because the shielded 
text summarizes a few pages. Using hyperlinks in the main text, we can go back to 
other texts or go back.

The universal feature of the hypertext is related to the ability to perform many 
actions on the text. For example, we can edit the text on the page and place it on 
different interactive services. We also use multimedia tools. This service and infinite 
information are stored in the internet memory for a long time.

The hypertext is a combination of these texts by means of the lines, ie the texts 
are connected by means of hyperlinks.

In 1965, Ted Nelson conducts research on the texts that are interconnected. 
Although the word hypertext is not mentioned in the text, the web site is a text-driven 
idea. Then, due to the popularity of the Internet, the small discovery of the scientist is 
based on a hypertext, ie hyperlinks are created to connect multiple texts [2].

At that time, experts in the field of hypertension and hypertension were referred 
to the Spanish “Cybertext” book. Because there is a hypertext structure, appearance, 
and features of the hypertext, and someone who learns the hermaphrodite has its 
starting point.

Hypertext is expanding its capabilities with multimedia. He simply went from 
the writing to the complex, interesting form. Multimedia provided a variety of 
interactive services for the hypertext.

Online text is a networked chain of information. The Encyclopedia Britannica 
describes it as a way of combining documents in the network. This combination of 
hypertext links simultaneously with the information and the computer. This text is 
also an important tool for rapid information search. Because we do this through a 
hypertext search engine.

Hypermaterials have mainly Internet communication and text paradigms. It can 
be used as author or user to create text, work on text, and merge documents together. 
The internet text also provides a multifaceted communication. In this case,
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information and human, human, information, computers or software are 
communicated. Hypertext is a subnet of the network and it has a visual shape. It 
draws graphics, photographs, animations.

One more important advantage of this is the global communication tool. It also 
creates an innovative system of information textuality.

In 1945, Vannevar Bush introduced the idea of classifying the information. The 
scientist examines the brain's effects on the brain's external powers. "The central 
brain tissue is initially transformed by other members of the body. For example, 
thoughts are transmitted to the brain through the ear, eye, mouth or other sensory 
organs, that is, the first recipient of the information. But this process is moving so fast 
that information is transmitted to the brain within seconds. "People have the ability to 
search and retrieve information in the brain," says Vannevar Bush. The stored 
information is stored internationally by the command prompt. At this, the person 
commits to the brain what is needed. Brain remembers the memory.

This research has been a major support for computer and Internet developers. 
They will refer to such scientific research repeatedly when working on these 
communication agents. Especially, Bush's discovery was in their focus. The scientist 
described him as the main beneficiary of the creation of this communication tool - the 
preservation, alteration and selection of information in the human brain.

If  we pay attention to the functions of the computer, the Internet, it will not be 
easy to see how comparisons to Bush's research. For example, the hypertext has the 
ability to store, edit, transmit and sort data. In the text, we can find the necessary 
information through the search engine, switch to other information, copy and paste it. 
It's just like producing a brain tumor. It turns out that all the discoveries in society 
have created the basis of human nature.

Most experts refer to the hypermedia as an Internet-based concept. In fact, the 
hypertext is available not only on the internet but also on television, handset and 
tablets. Because these devices have hypertensive properties.

Let us now look at the specific features of the hypertext:
- the appearance of the screen;
- transfer of information to electronic form;
- availability of information processing;
- interactive services;
- placement of information in the information.
The first appearance of the hypertext is typical for TVs, handsets and tablets. 

This is because we also read, write, post, and read the screen with these tools. Even 
with the help of a small phone, we write sms, recordings, watch videos and listen to 
audio. This information is stored electronically and it is possible to edit it again. 
Hypertext on the Internet, as well as hypertension. But the difference between the 
internet text is that the network text is linked to several other text and data links. 
Television, and in the text of the phone, there is no such thing.

True, many studies have been conducted on the subject of the hypertext. 
Ksanadu, T. In addition to Nelson, they only identified some of the features of the 
text. The Englishman Ksanadu puts the idea of putting literary books on the computer
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and connecting them to each other. "This allows the user to quickly find the 
necessary document," said the scientist.

Ksanadun's idea was a source of inspiration for Ted Nelson. He has spent years 
researching the creation of new text for the network. Initially, Nelson examined the 
connection o f the Internet to the human brain. He then began studying the hypertext.

Hypertext creates an information system in Nelson's view, which makes the data 
available on request. The researcher also describes it as extensible. It also envisages 
that the text is indefinitely related to the texts of other network addresses. Tommy 
Nelson also learns how to get other text and documents from the original text. In the 
process, it determines that it is possible to link them together with hyperthreaders. 
These stripes are made from the "spider web".

Scientist's ideas make the decision not only to create the text, but also to write 
and edit it in co-authorship. Because the authors of other texts that have been linked 
are also involved in this system. The main weapon in the hypertext is the hyperlinea. 
It provides information on additional information available to the text. This 
hyperlinks will be painted in color or painted in a different color in the text. Clicking 
on it, clicking on the elements of the component will take you to the location on 
which the information will be shared. . New screen opens on screen. If this 
information is not needed, you can switch it back to your previous state.

Today, scholars divide the text into two "computer hyper" and "Internet 
hypertext" [3, 12]. This classification also causes debates among many researchers.

- Computer is a hermitage, - says scientists, - only the information on the 
working computer is interconnected. You can not access information from other 
regions. Its capabilities are relatively small compared with the "Internet germanium". 
The user can enjoy the unique interactive content of the text on his computer. In the 
"Internet hypertext" there is no limit, the reader reads and uses the text in the global 
space [4]. Both of the hypertext are interconnected communication. In this case, 
people are interacting with computers, the internet. For example, a person orders the 
computer and the computer performs it. Sometimes a computer can order a person, 
perhaps leading a user to enter a session. The same is true of Internet human 
relations.

The hypertext contains a number of information. They are as follows:
1. Verbal information
2. Video news
3. Audio information
4. Graphical information
5. Contact information
This information is the basis of analog communications, and can be present in 

one single hypertext at a time.
Hyperlink will export information based on the format. If  you go from video to 

text on a web page, the message will appear in other formats on the screen. Video 
news web content differs from the form, appearance, format of the text. This 
information may be missing or inaccessible on the monitor. However, the main 
information is transmitted over the video, that is, the image. Nowadays, the nature of
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this hype is generated by genres of journalism. While writing articles for the network, 
the journalist thinks it is more intense, but also enriches it with interactivity, places a 
video, a picture. As a result, the main text is damaged, the genre is lost. The journalist 
focuses more on the form rather than the meaning. This is one of the most complex, 
problematic aspects of today's journalism.

One of the scientific problems of such a hypertext is the communication process. 
At the same time, the user will be in contact with infinite information. This infinity 
will quickly annoy the person and cause him tired. It is a source of enthusiasm for 
natural affiliation.

Finding solutions to the problems of such a hypertext problem is crucial for 
logic.
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Rezyume. Maqolada zamonaviy bosqichdagi internet OAVning o'rni va 
ahamiyati ochib berilgan. Gipermatnning jurnalistikaga ta'siri aniq misollar bilan 
isbotlangan. Xulosa shundan iboratki, gipermatn nafaqat jurnalistika, balki inson 
psixologiyasiga ham tasir ko'rsatadi.

Pe3WMe. B wypHanax 6uno noKa3aHo uHmeprnm Komoputi e coepeMeHHoM 
^mane CMM Mecmo u e^o 3HanumenbHocmb. flnn wypHanucmuKe 6un omKpum c 
npuMepaMu KaK ^unepmeKcm u e^o eo3deucmeue. runepmeKcm deucmeyem He 
monbKo wypHanucmuKe ho u e ncuxono^uu nenoeeKa u 6uno d0Ka30Ha.
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gipermatni, paradigma, tezkor xotira, cheksizlik, ko'p matnlilik.
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PUBLICIST SKILLS IN WORKING WITH ARTISTIC-PUBLICISTIC
GENRES

(based on the feature article written by Karakalpak poet I. Yusupov's
“G'arri tu ttag 'igu 'z”)

Seitnazarova G.S.
Karakalpak State University named after Berdakh

Summary. This article deals with important aspects o f  publicist skills in working 
with artistic-publicistic genres, the significance o f  masterpiece and artistic skills. As 
the object o f  research, we have chosen the feature article “G ’arri tuttag’i g u ’z ” 
written by the poet o f  Uzbekistan and Karakalpakstan, Ibraim Yusupov. We have 
analyzed artistic skills by means o f  the genre, subject, idea and image in this feature 
article.

Key words. Artistic-publicistic genre, skill, feature article, idea, subject, image.

It is determined by the relevance of the subject matter of the writer to his place 
in society and his reputation, his art and skill, the impact on the audience as well. In 
this article, we would like to consider one of the most important aspects of this skill, 
the significance of the artistic-publicistic genres. According to the statement, 
masterpiece is a broad concept, which, according to his literal meaning, means 
dexterity and workmanship [1]. The masterpice has a number of creative factors in it. 
As H. Umurov, the author of Theory o f  Literature points out that: “the writer 
summarizes the facts gathered on the basis of a particular idea, and enriches it with 
his own experience, and summarizes it in many ways” [4]. It is the result of 
proficient knowledge, hard work, research and experience. Accordingly, there are so 
many important aspects of studying the craft school of the folk poet and publicist of 
Uzbekistan and Karakalpakstan, Ibrayim Yusupov, is quite significant. His work 
“G ’arri tuttag’i g u ’z ” has been known as a clear example of masterpiece. Feature 
article is a small epic form of the artistic and publicistic genre [2]. In many literary 
books feature article has been described to have its own unique role in the 
classification of literary and journalistic genres. In the Literary Dictionary, some 
contradictory insights include the following: in some publications, it is claimed that 
feature article by nature, can be included in literary literature, belletristics or 
publicity. Thus, journalistic features of the feature article make the way to its 
description of the main aim. It defines the role and importance of this genre in 
journalism. As we have mentioned above, in order to name feature article as literary 
genre it is necessary to show the differentiating aspects of the story. There are a lot of 
similarities between these two smaller genres. If  we compare them according to the 
essence and requirements of the feature article, we can see that there have been used 
more facts in it and it is true to life. And that is exactly what it is about a genre of 
journalism. There are several varieties of feature article. In the book of Journalism 
and Publicity [7], feature article is divided into portraits, events, troubles, roads, and
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trials feature articles in terms of its form, purpose and object.

During the writing process of feature article, the author tries to make the hero's 
inner world, his surroundings and his attributes as his contemporaries. It has been 
stated that: when a social portrait of a man is discovered skillfully in the featured 
article, it will have a great learning force. Every image that has been discernible, 
makes a place in the heart of the reader, and will help him to determine his place in 
life. The activeness and the viciousness of a hero in feature article make a decision 
[8]. Readers can have explanations and understandings with the help of the concept 
of the author and the portrait. He starts to recognize him and wakes up and his 
kindness is awakened. In fact, the aim of the feature article is not to praise heroes, but 
to expose their qualities, human qualities and, most importantly, their efforts to the 
development of society and people. The work “G ’arri tu ttag’i gu ’z ” by the publicist 
I.Yusupov, describes a man who fully embraces these aspects. While you read the 
book, it appears as literary art, and when you read it again, you realize that it is 
talking about a particular person in life and that the truth of life is explicitly stated. 
Since the feature article is considered to be one of the most popular artistic publicistic 
genres, there is a strong link between the artistic literature and the publicist character.

First of all, we have tried to clarify the inner character of the writer, and then 
what he says, how the creator finds his audience despite setbacks. During the study, 
we tried to keep in mind and analyze even the smallest theoretical elements. The first 
impression of a literary work can be appeared in the form and content, its first stage 
begins with the idea and the theme. The idea takes on the burden of an entire work. It 
is noteworthy that the feature article is called “G ’arri tuttag ’i gu ’z ”. The reason is 
that the author connects everything with the hero and all the related processes around 
him, even with his conclusion. Thus, the idea should open the full theme and serve to 
ensure its logical connection. In some literary works these two concepts define the 
fate of the entire masterpiece. It is evident from each work of the writer that “it is a 
skill for Ibraim Yusupov to create an artistic image to the entire living and lifeless 
nature” [6]. Portrait is the appearance of any hero. Landscape is nature. The portrait 
and the landscape are juxtaposed. That means that, first of all, you come to know how 
the person looks [3]. The skill of writer's ability to reveal his character to the 
audience, and the realistic and vitality of what he describes, define the success of his 
work. In this regard, every single sentence he uses shows that the publicist is always 
in search. The author portrays the character of the hero in a special unusual way. We 
can learn this from the following examples: On the apperance o f  Seydulla Baba there 
is no indication that he is different from other elderly people. On the contrary, his 
appearance in the sun is sunburn, and his mustache and eyebrows that we do not yet 
see are old [9]. The description, “his appearance in the sun is sunburn, and his 
mustache and eyebrows that is not old enough” shows particular hero, and that he is a 
simple man, in the labor-power of his village. The landscape below illustrates the 
extent to which the artist understands the nature of the vision: Autumn is pouring its 
color on the fields, the golden yellow ornaments on fruit trees. In this color, the 
farmer's eyes read the joyful words “it is riped”! The autumn is like a flaming 
rainbow, with a silver laughter showing pearl cotton teeth, and white foothills o f  the
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mountain.... [9]

The creator draws the autumn painting, which is the golden chapter of nature, 
by painting the landscape with a great skill. He tries to express the autumn and his 
geniune beauty through artistic means, such as, the autumn a floral furrow, the cotton 
pitching, as “laughing with silver laughter showing gem s”, orchard at points, like 
“white clouds in the foothills of the mountain” [10].

Through the landscape, the character of the heroes can also be adjusted to the 
surroundings. In the example below, we see that the mood of people is naturally 
related to the nature: “autumn leaves the orchards on the fruit trees. In this color, the 
farmer's eyes read the joyful words “it is riped!” [9].

When you read the feature article you feel the breath of the writer. We can 
connect this with the author’s words. “The author's words are in any artistic work. 
Literary works can not be created without this. The writer expresses his hero as in his 
imagination and mind. For instance: But when he got to know it, it was not difficult 
fo r  him to realize that this man's old-fashioned coat was in a state o f  collective labor, 
and that he was in awe o f  the highest human qualities. I  thought, “The truth is the 
hero o f  the poem ,” and what he carried from his elderly village to his hands was his 
pure heart [9]. In order to show his distinctive heroic character from others, the 
publicist speaks about the indispensable features of his hero, for instance, the 
publicist wrote about Seydulla, “this man's old-fashioned coat was in a state of 
collective labor, and that he was in awe of the highest human qualities” [9] of course, 
such information will greatly assist in explaining the character. It is possible to call it 
differently, that is, the audience is not interested in the work if individual situations 
have not been expressed. Individual events or individual features of the character not 
only reveal the difference, but also give opportunity to write original masterpiece. We 
may cite an example: When Seydulla grandfather moved his horse and tried to pick  
up cotton, it was left a little to the sunset. We talk about the past and the days while 
harvesting cotton. It seemed to him that he had nothing to say. I  also wanted to know 
his past and the way o f  his life, but grandfather did stop talking about today [9].

In the example above, it was used to reveal the individual features of Seydulla 
grandfather. The subject of the work is “G ’arri tuttag’i g u ’z ”, o f course, here a 
question may be arisen, what it has to do with Seydulla grandfather. The following is 
an example of how the author skillfully used details to describe the life in the village, 
to think about life, to explain the value of old age, human intelligence, and labor.

In his fate, he described the triumphant days of the human beings, the 
memorable memories and its effects through artistic means. In contrast to this detail, 
the author points out the hero's image as well as the insights into the unchanging 
principle of life. In addition, genre of the feature article, theme, idea and image is a 
proven fact that the artist possesses advanced skills.

In conclusion, we have tried to analyze certain aspects of the fact that his talent, 
artistic skills as a writer, a publicist and a journalist is a great masterpiece and these 
examples illustrate that the author has the ability to choose the character and the 
ability to choose the right one. In fact, the human personality and conduct are 
influenced by some of its surroundings. He has made a great contribution to the
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formation of a real person in all aspects of Seydulla grandfather, who has turned his 
life into a life-cycle of honesty.
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Rezyume. Ushbu maqolada badiiy-publisistik janrlar bilan ishlashda, publitsist 
mahoratining ahamiyatli jihatlari xususida s o ’z boradi. Tadqiqot ob'ekti sifatida 
O'zbekiston va Qoraqalpog'iston xalq shoiri Ibragim Yusupovning “G ’arri tu ttag’i 
g u ’z ” ocherki tanladi. Biz ushbu maqolada janr, mavzu, g'oya va obraz yaxlidligini 
ta ’minlashdapyblitsist mahoratni tahlil qildik.

Pe3WMe. B ^mou cmambe paccMampueawmcn eawHue acneKmu 
ny6 n^ucmunecKux Macmepcme e p a 6 ome c xydowecm 6 eHH0 -ny6 nu^cmunecKuMu 
waHpaMu, 3HaneHue medeepoe u xydowecmeeHHux HaeuKoe. B mnecmee o6 beKma 
uccnedoeaHun mu eu 6 panu onepK « G ’arri tu ttag’i g u ’z», HanucaHHyw no^moM 
Y3 6 eKucmaHa u KaparnnnaKcmaHa H6 pauM0 M WcynosuM. M u npoaHanmupoeanu 
xydowecmeeHHue HaeuKu c noMo^bw waHpa, npedMema, udeu u o6pa3a e ^mou 
onepK.

Kalit so ’zlar. Badiiy-publitsistik janr, mahorat, ocherk, g'oya, predmet, obraz.
Knwneewe cnoea. XydowecmeeHH0 -ny6 n^ucmmecKuu waHp, Macmepcmeo, 

onepK,uden, npedMem, o6pa3.
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PERFECTION OF MEANS AND METHODS OF HIGH SPEED-POWER 
PREPARATION OF YOUNG JUDOISTS
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Summary. The article says about means and methods o f  speed training o f  
involving strength o f  young judoists.

Key words. Preparation technics o f  exercise tactics, physical preparation, high 
speed and power preparation, means, methods.

Importance of rapid-power preparation for young judo wrestler does not cause 
doubts as the further growth of level of technical-tactical skill is based on high 
potential of its physical readiness. An object of research work is perfection of means 
and methods of speed-power preparation of young judo wrestlers [1].

The tendency to use of more and more intensive and specialized influences is 
bringing mastery up to standard outside. The best means of special rapid-power 
preparation is a competitive exercise (Yu.V.Verhoshanskiy, 1989). But in practice its 
frequent use is connected with the big expenses of nervous and physical energy. In 
this connection in trainings the exercises influencing with various degree on separate 
parameters of competitive movement are applied. Therefore, it is necessary to select 
carefully the means of considering specificity and locality of influences [2].

It is known, that the orientation of techniques of perfection of technical skill and 
rapid-power readiness of young judo wrestlers should correspond to features of 
competitive activity. It is necessary to single out the most perspective attacking 
technical actions for judo wrestlers in each weight category and to define accordingly 
effective programs of rapid-power preparation for them. By working out of an 
effective technique of selection of an orientation of means of rapid-power preparation 
it is necessary to take into account an individual arsenal of attacking and protective 
actions one or another wrestler white the help of those exercises he has achieved a 
definite level of sports results [4].

The analysis of an individual arsenal of technical-tactical actions of young judo 
wrestlers has shown, that for each of sportsmen it is necessary to choose such 
exercises or complex of exercises which in for the most part by their external displays 
would be similar with their "best" favorite methods. In this connection it is necessary 
to develop the training program for this sportsman on rapid-power preparation of 
those groups of muscles which to a greater degree are involved in carrying out some 
stages [3].

As a result of the spent researches following basic characteristics are 
recommended for registration of process of training activity of young judo wrestlers 
in educational-training employment: 1-duration of academic year; 2- quantity of 
training days in a month and in a week; 3-quantity of days of productive leisure; 4- 
quantity of training employment; 5-"pure" time of training work (minutes) on
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GPhP(general physical preparation), SPhP (special physical preparation), SPP 
(special power preparation); 6 "pure" time of training work with concrete distribution 
of volumes of work on FHR (frequency of heart reduction); 7-volume of training 
loading (in standard units), and also on GPhP, SPhP, SPP with distribution by FHR.

Formalizing the training means applied in practice of preparation of young judo 
wrestlers it is expedient at the first level of grouping, as the generalized criterion to 
pick out specialized exercises with the help of which all training means can be 
divided into exercises of general physical preparation and special physical 
preparation. At the second level of classification (at the further distribution of means 
of training to large groups) the criterion of structural similarity of training exercises, 
is used, basically, competitive in core. At the third level of classification (at division 
of groups in subgroups) it is necessary to take into account an orientation of exercises 
at the development concrete physical qualities, estimating already more over the 
volume and intensity. All three criteria are interconnected among themselves and 
keep continuity of irrespective of character of the organization of performance of 
physical exercises [5].

At growth of level of rapid-power qualities of young judo wrestlers it is 
necessary to aspire to an individual variety of a choice of effective training means. 
The offered program can be applied in practice for preparation of young judo 
wrestlers for an estimation of efficiency of training process with the detailed 
characteristic of all contents of individual technical-tactical work.

The greatest gain of special rapid-power readiness is observed at use of 
nonconventional means of development of speed and power by the concentrated 
method with providing carrying out of a favorite method.

Using of the concentrated application of means of rapid-power preparation does 
not bring considerable effect, thus does not lead to essential increasing of speed and 
force and it is insufficient for inclusion of adaptable possibilities of an organism of 
the sportsman.

At use of the concentrated planning of means for development of speed and 
force throughout 4-6 and more weeks authentic shifts of testing indicators of these 
qualities are noted. Duration of the set aside training effect after the concentrated 
application of means of rapid-power preparation for two-three weeks exceeds 
duration of a stage of concentration of the loadings directed on development of speed 
and force [6].
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USAGE OF THESIS STATEMENTS IN ESSAY-WRITING 

Tleumuratov G., Kubeysinova D.T., Menlimuratova E.A.
Karakalpak State University named after Berdakh

Summary. The rules o f  the using main thesis and articles in writing essay are 
given in the article. Traditional methods o f  the using literature in writing essay are 
indicated in the article.

Key words. Essay, rule, literature, article, method, task, paragraph, student

When you are going to write an essay that creates an argument, you will 
probably expect a clear statement of your position. Fundamentally, this summary 
statement comes in the first paragraph of the essay, though there is no rigid rule about 
position. We have some characteristics of good thesis statements, with samples of 
good and poor ones. It makes a definite and limited assertion that needs to be 
explained. Assignments that ask you to write personal responses or to explore a 
subject don't want you to seem to pre-judge the issues. Essays of literary 
interpretation often want you to be aware of many effects rather than seeming to box 
yourself into one view of the text. A thesis statement must come at the end of the first 
paragraph. This is a natural position for a statement of focus, but it's not the only one. 
Some theses can be stated in the opening sentences of an essay; others need a 
paragraph or two of introduction; others can't be fully formulated until the end.

Consequently, a thesis statement must be one sentence in length, no matter how 
many clauses it contains. Clear writing is more important than rules like these. Use 
two or three sentences if you need them. You can't start writing an essay until you 
have a perfect thesis statement. It may be advisable to draft a hypothesis or tentative 
thesis statement near the start of a big project, but changing and refining a thesis is a 
main task of thinking your way through your ideas as you write a paper. And some 
essays projects need to explore the question in depth without being locked in before 
they can provide even a tentative answer. A thesis statement must give three points of 
support. It should indicate that the essay will explain and give evidence for its 
assertion, but points don't need to come in any specific number.

Introductions and conclusions play a special role in writing essay. A good 
introduction should identify your topic, provide essential context, and indicate your 
particular focus in the essay. It also needs to engage your readers' interest. A strong 
conclusion will provide a sense of closure to the essay while again placing your 
concepts in a somewhat wider context. It will also, in some instances, add a stimulus 
to further thought. Since no two essays are the same, no single formula will 
automatically generate an introduction and conclusion for you. But the following 
guidelines will help you to construct a suitable beginning and end for your essay.
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Some students cannot begin writing the body of the essay until they feel they have the 
perfect introduction. Be aware of the dangers of sinking too much time into the 
introduction. You may be the kind of writer who writes an introduction first in order 
to explore your own thinking on the topic. If  so, remember that you may at a later 
stage need to compress your introduction. It can be fine to leave the writing of the 
introduction for a later stage in the essay-writing process. Some people write their 
introduction only after they have completed the rest of the essay. Others write the 
introduction first but rewrite it significantly in light of what they end up saying in the 
body of their paper. The introductions for most papers can be effectively written in 
one paragraph occupying half to three-quarters of the first page. Your introduction 
may be longer than that, and it may take more than one paragraph, but be sure you 
know why. The size of your introduction should bear some relationship to the length 
and complexity of your paper. A twenty page paper may call for a two-page 
introduction, but a five-page paper will not.

If  your essay has a thesis, your thesis statement will typically appear at the end 
of your introduction, even though that is not a hard-and-fast rule. You may, for 
example, follow your thesis with a brief road map to your essay that sketches the 
basic structure of your argument. The longer the paper, the more useful a road map 
becomes. For most essays, one well-developed paragraph is sufficient for a 
conclusion. In some cases, a two-or-three paragraph conclusion may be appropriate. 
As with introductions, the length of the conclusion should reflect the length of the 
essay. “Generations of pupils have finally made this point abundantly clear, and as a 
sustained and serious study in the modern English curriculum have generally been 
put to rout. Now the theory behind the study of writing would seem to rest on a single 
proposition: that sufficient exposure to good literature will do the job. Thus more 
literature rushed in to fill the gap left by grammar. And the study of writing remains 
exactly where it was from beginning; a tiny subdivision of the literature program, the 
taken theme at the end of the week, the Black Friday of the curriculum”. [1, 19]

Actually, this arrangement probably does not reflect a theory behind the teaching 
of writing so much as it indicates the absence of any real theory. But the result is the 
some-an approach to writing through literature alone. Certainly represents a long and 
honorable tradition so firmly that to question it even slightly is enough to induce 
shock in most English teachers. As far as we know students are now being exposed to 
a broader range of literature in school than ever before. Even average schools pupils 
these days can spot a symbol or identity an archetype from a mile off. But they are 
not learning to write. It is not tort the literature program is abridged for the sake of 
the writing program: no pupils of writing can read too much. Nor that the close- 
reading method of teaching literature is at fault; it strikes as rather joylessly 
analytical, but it has for pupils who lack the capacity to enjoy literature on any other 
level. Reading is not writing. And that as a short-term, single-shot approach to 
writing it simply does not work. In order to affect writing significantly, reading must 
be a passionate, life-long pursuit, a kind of love affair with language that begins in 
childhood. It takes years for even the “born” writer, whose natural element is 
literature, to assimilate through reading the sense of language that makes his work
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distinctive and to master the subtle skills that give it form and meaning. To assume 
that school pupils will pick up even a microscopic portion of this kind of learning in 
three or four years enforced exposure to dwell in the land of pure fantasy. But for 
every gifted pupil there are thousands upon thousands of others whose writing, except 
for a slightest increase in vocabulary, never improves. These pupils never make 
genuine, personal contact with language in any meaningful way, never grasp the first 
principles involved in expressing ideas with clarity much less with grace. These are 
the pupils who need help, and these are the ones who are not getting it, will never get 
it, in a system that makes writing a part of the literature program. But if writing 
cannot be taught through grammar or literature, how can it be taught? We are taught it 
for what it is: writing. Not grammar, not reading, but writing. And that we begin 
deciding what we mean when we talk about teaching it. Obviously some things about 
writing cannot be taught; nobody can “learn how” to be talented. But a number of 
very important things about, and we identify them, perhaps it will be possible to 
arrive at a clear and realistic idea of what a school writing program should 
accomplish. [2, 22]

How far a pupil goes beyond this basic goal depends upon the quality of this 
mind and imagination. But any normally bright pupil, given proper instruction, can 
achieve the basic goal. That’s the first essential. The second essential is simply time 
enough to do the job. It is idiotic to assume that writing, one of the most complex and 
difficult human skills, can be taught in the few minutes a week now set aside for it in 
the typical English, Uzbek curriculums. What is needed is a one year’s course in 
composition. Ideally, such a course would be followed by an optical second year for 
interested pupils. The third and final essential is that the course follows a logical 
sequence in the development of writing skills. It is not enough to give pupils 
sufficient time to practice writing; without guidance they will simply write in circles.

The course must have a patter. The pattern that makes the sense is one that 
duplicates in slow motion the steps taken swiftly and naturally by competent writers 
when they address themselves to any prose teachers will find the temptation to move 
on quickly toward the choicer delights of language, first of all, giving pupils a clear 
understanding of essay structure. Why the essay? Because the structure of essay is 
identical tithe structure of thoughts, and ordering his ideas to fit that structure the 
pupils find compelled to think, and to think logically. It is a slow, exhausting process 
for both pupil -  metaphor and simile, allusion, style, tone-almost irresistible. But 
structure must come first.

A) Time. B) A clearly understood goal. C) A sequentially structured course 
in composition. These are three essentials the high schools must provide if  they hope 
to turn out pupils who can write well. It needs doing quickly. The schools can’t wait 
the thirty years that it takes, according to some cynics, for any kind of to take place in 
education. By then, if things go on as they have been, high school pupils may not 
even be able to write their names. Trends in the teaching of writing in foreign 
languages have, not surprisingly, coincided with those of teaching of other skills, 
especially listening and speaking. You will recall from earlier chapters that as 
communicative language teaching gathered momentum in the 1980’s teachers earned
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more and more about how to teach fluency, not just accuracy, how to use authentic 
texts and contexts in the classroom, how to focus on the purposes of linguistic 
communication, and how to capitalize on learner’s intrinsic motives to learn. Those 
same trends and the principles that under girded them also applied to advances in the 
teaching of writing in second language contexts [3, 24].

So, three issues in this history will be highlighted for your consideration as you 
prepare to teach writing skills.
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Rezyume. Maqolada Esse yozishda tezis va ocherklani qullanilish qoydalari 
urganilgan va taqdim etilgan. Maqolada Esse yozishda adabiyotlarni qullashning 
ananaviy uslublari ko ’rsatiladi
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ocHoeHux me3ucoe u onepKoe e HanucaHUu scce. M cmambe yKa3ueawmcM 
mpad^uoHHbie Memodu npuMemHun rnmepamypu e HanucaHUu scce.

Kalit so'zlar. Esse, qoyda, adabiyot, maqola, uslub, masala, paragraf, talaba.
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VARIANTNESS OF PHRASEOLOGICAL UNITS IN THE WORKS OF
I. YUSUPOV

Allambergenova G.
Karakalpak State University named after Berdakh

Summary. The article deals with the study o f  the variantness o f  phraseological 
units in the artistic-literary texts in the Karakalpak language. On the basis o f  the 
works o f  the famous linguists devoted to the issues o f  phraseology and variantness, 
the author o f  the article states, that phraseological units having different variants 
possess the following characteristic features: They have the same basis, meaning and 
create one and the same image, and contain one common lexical component in their 
structure. As the material fo r  the analysis the author used phraseological units in the 
literary works o f  the famous Karakalpak poet I.Yusupov. In the result o f  the 
investigation there have been found out that not only set expressions, but different 
types o f  lexical variants o f  phraseological units were used skillfully in the works o f  
the poet.

Lexical variants o f  phraseological units are form ed by two main ways: 1) 
substitution or change o f  one word or component by the other word and 2) addition 
or dropping (mission) o f  one word by the other.

Key words. A language unit, phraseology, phraseological units, variantness, 
variants o f  phraseological units, set expressions, polysemy, synonymy, antonymy, 
component, structure, substitution o f  components, change o f  components, 
grammatical variant, lexical variant, stability, idiomaticity.

The vocabulary of a language is enriched not only by words but also by 
phraseological units. Functionally and semantically inseparable units are usually 
called phraseological units. Phraseological units are word groups that cannot be 
freely made up in speech, they are reproduced as ready made units, they are single 
semantically inseparable units. Phraseological units as well as words exist in the 
vocabulary stock of the language as separate language units and they express a single 
notion. A word is a basic unit in the language, phraseological units as separate 
lexical-semantic category enrich the vocabulary of the language. There is a difference 
between a phraseological unit and a word. Words denote an object or a thing in the 
direct meaning while phraseological units denote them mainly in the indirect, 
transferred, metaphorical meaning.

The main feature distinguishing phraseological units from ordinary utterances 
remains their semantic aspect. Their literal meaning is suppressed by their transferred 
meaning. In other words, one meaning (literal) is the form for another meaning 
(transferred).

The Karakalpak language as other Turkic languages is very rich in 
phraseological units. Such phenomena as variantness is typical for all language units, 
especially for phraseological units. Variantness may formed by different ways: by the
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change and substitution of components in phraseological units, by synonyms, etc. 
There are many investigations in Linguistics devoted to this issue. For instance, the 
issues of variantness in phraseological units have been thoroughly investigated in the 
works of the linguists R.L.Lyandon [1], Y.YAvalnani, L.I.Roisenson [2], A.V.Koonin 
[3] and others. In Linguistics of the Turkic languages the issues of variantness of 
phraseological units have been studied in the works of Sh.Rakhmatullaev [4] and
G.A.Bayramov [5]. Sh.Rakhmatullaev writes that a phraseologism is considered to be 
a variant of the phraseological unit only in case of having the following peculiarities:

1. Language units, one formed from the other in the result of lexical and 
grammatical changes and having the same basis in structure;

2. Language units -  variants should create one image;
3. Language units -  variants should have the same meaning;
4. Variants of phraseological units should have one common lexical component.
Generally speaking, one phraseological unit doesn’t change into another one on

the basis of variantness, the image and meaning of one phraseological unit is kept in 
other variants [6].

One of the scholars who studied the issues of Kazakh phraseology I.Kenesbaev 
[7] distinguishes two types of variants in phraseological units: lexical, for example: 
koz shirishin aldi-koz ildirdi (to slumber) and phonetic, for example: unjirgasi tusti -  
enjorgasi -onjorgasi tusti (to be sad/grieve).

Uzbek linguists Sh.Rakhmatullaev and S.N.Muratov [8], the Bashkir linguist 
Z.Uraksin [9], the Turkmenian linguist T.A.Bayramov in their research works 
distinguished two types of variants in phraseological units: lexical and grammatical.

We have taken as the basis the opinions of these scholars and distinguished two 
types of variants in phraseological units in the Karakalpak language. The variants of 
phraseological units in the Karakalpak language have been studied in the works of
B.Eshbaev [10], S.Naurizbaeva [11], G.Aynazarova [12, B.Yusupova [13]. 
Variantness of phraseological units shows their rich meaning. That’s why 
phraseological units require a special investigation and Phraseology is considered to 
be a separate branch of Linguistics. The study of characteristic features , semantic 
structure and ways of formation of phraseological units, their connection with words, 
word combinations and sentences, different linguistic relationship in them 
(homonymy, synonymy, antonymy, polysemy), the structure of variants of 
phraseological units remains one of the actual issues in Linguistics today.

Comparatively with other linguistic phenomena, the variantness of 
phraseological units is widely spread, that’s why this issue is of a great importance 
and deserves special investigation. The study of different variants of phraseological 
units gives us opportunities to define and see their difference from other linguistic 
units, and to distinguish the variety of their usage from the stylistic point of view.

Phraseological units consist of several components. Some of them are stable, 
some of them are changeable. The change and substitution of components in 
phraseological units create their variantness. Despite some components in the variants 
of phraseological units are changed or substituted, they have the same meaning, they 
are closely connected and can be used one instead of the other. For example, two
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variants of the phraseologism qulaq saliw -  qulaq turiw (to be all ears; to keep one’s 
ears). They both have the first component qulaq unchangeable, only the second 
component is changed.

The most noticeable thing about the functioning of set phrases is that they be 
handled not in their fixed from (the traditional model) but with modifications. These 
modifications, however, will never break away from the invariants to a degree that 
the correlation between the invariant model of a phraseological unit and its variant 
ceases to be perceived by the reader. The use of such a unit in a modified form (or in 
other variants) always draws our attention, causing a much closer examination of the 
wording of the utterance in order to get the idea.

Almost every good writer or poet makes use of phraseological units and set 
phrases. We have analyzed phraseological units in the works of the People’s poet of 
Uzbekistan and Karakalpakstan Ibragim Yusupov. It should be pointed out that the 
poet is skill in using phraseological units, he is fond of playing with stable 
phraseological units, sometimes injecting new vigour into the components, 
sometimes entirely disregarding the semantic unity of the combination. In his poetic 
works, for instance the above-mentioned phraseologism qulaq saliw (to be all ears) 
is often used but it is used in different variants: qulaq turiw, qulaq asiw, qulagim 
tayar (to give ear to smb.; to keep on e’s ears).For example, we can see it in the 
following lines:

Jaqsi sozge qulaq turin,
Kewilli ham tatiw jurin.

(Eki jasqa bir nasiyat)
Give your ear to good words,
Be in high spirits with friends.

(Advice to two young people)
Soyle, ne aytsan da qulagim tayar,
Rotarudin kasetasin taptin ba?

(Segizinshi marttan bir hapte aldin jazilgan jazilgan qosiq) 
Speak, I  am all ears,
Have you found Rotaru’s cassette, my dear?

(A poem written a week before March 8).
The variants qulaq turiw, qulaq asiw, qulagim tayar (to give ear to smb.; to keep 

one’s ears)of the phraseologism qulaq saliw (to be all ears)are used by the poet in a 
peculiar way, thus making the reader re-appraise the stereotyped hackneyed phrase.

Another phraseological unit arqa suyew is used in the variant iyek suyew by 
changing the first component. For example:

«Ustazim» dep, jaslar arqa suyegen,
Aldinizda aq basimdi iyemen.

(Men mugallim degen xaliqti suyemen)
“A tutor” tell young people,
Trusting him,
Bending their heads before him. (I like teachers)
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Ayaz qala -  danaliqtin qalasi,
Gone tariyx sagan iyek suyegen.
Ayaz kala is the town of wisdom,
History relies on you in kingdom.

The phraseological units in these examples present their lexical variants, both 
variants arqa suyew, iyek suyew denote the same meaning rely on smb.; hope for; 
trust smb. The variant that is formed in the result of the change of one component in 
the phraseological unit is called a lexical variant. A component in the structure of the 
phraseological unit can be:

1) substituted by another word;
2) completed by a new word or vice versa, one word may be dropped. The most 

widely spread type is the coinage of phraseological units by lexical change in the 
process of variantness.

There are the following types of the components’ change in phraseological units: 
the substitution of one word by the other. For example: qulaq saliw-qulaq turiw- 
qulaq qoyiw (to be all ears; to keep one’s ears); nazer saliw-nazer taslaw (to have a 
look at smb.; to cast a look). When one word is substituted by the other we observe 
the following peculiarities:

1. The components that are substituted may be synonyms. For example:
oyga batiw-teren oyga shumiw (to be lost in thought; to be plunged deep in 
thought); oyinan shigariw-esinen shigariw (to forget);, istin kozin biliw-istin kozin 
taniw (to know on e’s trade; to be a good hand at; to be good at; to be a good master 
in).

Istin kozin bilip kun etse talap,
Dawran atin miner jallarin tarap. (Koriner bolin)
Being a good hand if necessary,
Not spending the time in vein,
Time rides on a horse, brushing its mane. (Be seen)
Aytqan sozi qorgasinli saqaday,
Istin kozin tanir, adalatli dep.

(Qayta quriwdin balalarina)
His words are like a leaden bat,
He knows his trade not bad. (To the children of rebuilding)

2. The components are substituted by the words close in meaning. For
example: tobesi kokke jetiw  -  basi kokke jetiw  -  basi aspanga jetiw  (to be in the

seventh heaven). Another type of lexical variants of phraseological units is formed by 
omission (dropping) of one component. For example: jol-joba korsetiw-/ol korsetiw 
(to show the way); oylap oyina je te  almaw -  oyina je te  almaw (not to achieve the 
goal); basina is tusiw -  is tusiw (to get into trouble; to come to grief; to come like a 
bolt from the blue). Such elliptical variants comparatively with other variants are 
distinguished by the high level of idiomaticity. There are many examples of such 
elliptical variants of phraseological units in the poetic works by I.Yusupov. For 
example:
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Biraq, bir kun basqa is tuser bolar
Qaygi bulti qabaginnan ayrilmay. (Jaqsi adamlar)
When you get into trouble one day,
Sadness won’t leave you, by the way. (Good people)

Ulis ayirgi bolsan, ulis jaqtirmas,
Is tuskende xizmetine taq turmas. (Tortlikler)
When you are in trouble one day,
Nobody will help you, anyway. (Quatrains)

Aytpaqshi, men sonda anaw Kempirdi 
Dim unatip qaldim. Oy iymansiz-aw 

Ishek-silemdi qatirdi-aw sonday. (Aktrisanin igbali)
By the way, I liked that old woman very much,
She made me laugh into fits, laugh so much.

(The fate of an actress)
Duyim jurt kulkiden ishegi qatip 

Kimi ishek uslap, kimisi jatip. (Aktrisanin igbali)
All the people laughed until they cry,
I wanted to know why. (The fate of an actress)

In the above-given elliptical variants of phraseological units is tuskende (to get 
into trouble), ishegi qatip (to laugh until one cries) we see the omission of one 
component. But in spoken language both two variants are used.

As we can see from the examples, different variants of phraseological units are 
used in two varieties of language: spoken and written. They play a great role in the 
creation of images, expressiveness and artistic peculiarities of the text, intensifying 
the influence of the book to make a great impression on the reader.

In the Karakalpak language there is a great number of elliptical variants in two- 
component phraseological units. For example, there are such two-component 
phraseological units in Karakalpak: ozi biy, ozi xoja (to be one’s own master), jaw  
jagadan, iyt etekten (to attack on). In the following lines from the poems by 
I.Yusupov we see the shortening of the second component:

Bunda endi ozim biymen gen 
Duzli dawil qanatin jaydi (Dos qadiri)
Being the master o f  everything,
Salty wind spread its wings. (The value of a friend)

Asilganda jaw  jagadan
Shaqirganda ana - Watan. (Tuwisqanliq).
When the enemy attacked us,
Motherland appealed to us. (Relativeness)

Aq kewlinnen aralasip jasasan
Alalamas, qanatliga qaqtirmas. (Tortlikler).
If you live being sincere and kind,
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You can stick up fo r  yourself, to my mind. (Quatrains)

In spite of the fact that all the above-given phraseological units ozim biymen (to 
be one’s own master), jaw  jagadan (the enemy attacks), qanatliga qaqtirmas (to stick 
up fo r  oneself/to be able to stand) lack the second component, the shortening of the 
component doesn’t decrease the artistic expressiveness of the utterances, it helps to 
express the ideas, to render the content in a brief laconic way.

Thus, we see that the most frequent types of forming the lexical variant of 
phraseological units in Karakalpak are: the change of the component expressed by 
the noun and the change of the component expressed by the verb.

I._____ Change of the component expressed by the noun:_____________________
esi (the mind)
aqili (the consciousness) ketiw (to lose )

oyga (in thoughts)
qiyalga (deep in thought) batiw ( to be lost; to be plunged)

Juzine (the truth to the face)
Betine (openly to the face) basiw (to tell)

awizga (a word)
tilge (somebody) aliw ( to say; to tell)

II. Change of the component expressed by the verb:
Qulaq (ears/ear) asiw (to be all)

saliw (to give)
turiw (to keep one’s)

zaharin (somebody) shashiw (to poison; to harm)
jayiw (to give a poison to)

abiroyi (respect) tusiw (to lose)
togiliw (to lose)

bawirina (breast/ bosom) tartiw ( to press)
basiw (to clasp)

There are lexical and grammatical variants of phraseological units in 
Karakalpak. Lexical variants are more popular than grammatical ones. There are 
many examples of lexical variants of phraseological units in the literary works of 
I.Yusupov. Here are some examples:

Shala toqip ketkengilem boldi ma,
Degen oyga ketti azlap qiyalim.

(Gilemshi hayal haqqinda haqiyqatliq)
I  was lost in thoughts o f her not knitting 
The carpet to the end, not finishing.

(The truth about a woman-carpet-knitter)
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Abdiraman aytshi burinlari sen,
Oyga batpas edin qiyalap abden. (Aktrisanin igbali)
Tell me, please, Abdiraman, more,
Have you been in deep thoughts before? (The fate of an actress)

Kel murtimdi uykep murtlarina,
Bawirima basip suyeyin.
Come here, please
I ’ll touch my moustache to yours
And press you to my breast.

bawirina tartip jurip-aq
Adamlar jayar uwin. (Dawir samallari)
Clasping you to their breasts,
People poison you, your nests. (Winds of time)

The type of lexical variant seldom used in phraseological units is the addition of 
the component. For example: awere boliw - awere sarsan boliw (to get into trouble), 
koz taslaw- koz qiyigin (saliw) (to have a look; to have a glance; to cast a look). Here 
are good examples of the effective use of this type in the poet’s works:

Al, men oni suydim Ariwxan,
Xatte koz qiyigin salmaydi magan. (Aktrisanin igbali)
I loved him, Ariukhan, listen to me,
But he d idn’t even have a look at me. (The fate of an actress)

Is bilgenge zaman keldi jigitler
Etek-jendi durislap turiner bolin. (KepuHep 6onbiH,)
Djigits, it’s time for rolling sleeves 
For those who know their trade,
And much things made
Turning up their sleeves. (Be seen)

In the examples we observe the addition of components to the phraseological 
units: the words qiyigin and durislap. The addition of a component to phraseological 
units gives the whole a fresh significance and intensify their meaning, makes the 
utterances more expressive and impressive on the one hand, and it makes their 
meaning more concrete, distinct and clear, on the other hand.

The stylistic effect produced by such use of phraseological units is the result of a 
twofold application of language means. The modified form (variant) of 
phraseological units is perceived against the background of the fixed form, thus 
enlivening the latter. Sometimes this injection of new vigour into the phraseological 
unit causes a slight semantic re-evaluation of its generally accepted meaning.

It should be pointed out that the change (substitution ) of components in the 
variants of phraseological units is a process realized according to certain accepted 
norms of the language, it means that a component in phraseological units cannot be 
substituted by any word.
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In conclusion we can state that phraseological units in the Karakalpak language 

are a special layer in the vocabulary of the language that express many concepts and 
notions, have rich meaning in the brief form. When a phraseological unit is used in its 
unaltered form it can be qualified as an expressive means of the language, when used 
in a modified variant it assumes the features of a stylistic device, it acquires a stylistic 
meaning. Phraseological units have certain purely linguistic features which must 
always be taken into account in order to distinguish them from other linguistic units. 
They are usually didactic and image bearing. Many of them through frequency of 
repetition have become polished and have a verse-like shape. As other language units, 
being used in the context, phraseological units may have lexical and grammatical 
changes. They may have different types of variants. The variantness of phraseological 
units enriches the vocabulary of the language, it is created by different ways.

The analysis of variants of phraseological units in the literary works of 
I.Yusupov shows that the poet is skill in using them, he uses them naturally and 
easily, and even well-known phrases in the context of the poems never produce the 
impression of being cliches, they are enlivened by modifications (using different 
variants). The use of different variants of phraseological units by the poet gives him 
opportunities to create bright images and characters and to express skillfully the 
main content and idea of the literary poetic works.
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Rezyume. Maqola badiiy misolida qoraqalpoq tilida frazeologizmlardagi 

variantlilikni o ’rganishga b a g ’ishlangan. Frazeologiya va variantlilik masalasida 
taniqli tilshunoslarning ishlariga tayangan holda, maqola avtori tasdiqlaydi, har hil 
variantlarga ega frazeologik birliklar quyidagi xususiyatlariga ega: ular bir asosga 
ega, bir mano, bir obrazni foyda etadi va o ’z strukturasida umumiy bir leksik 
komponentga ega.

Tahlil uchun taniqli qoraqalpoq shoiri i.Yusupovning sheriy asarlaridagi 
frazeologik birikmalar material sifatida tahlilga tortilgan. Tadqiq natijasida shu 
narsa malum b o ’ldi: shoir asarlarida turg’un birikmalar qatorida frazeologik 
birikmalarning har hil leksik variantlarin mohirlik bilan qo ’llanilgan. Frazeologik 
birikmalarning leksik variantlari ikki asosiy yol bilan hosil b o ’ladi: 1) bir s o ’zni 
boshqasi bilan o ’rin almashtirish yoki o ’zgartirish va 2) bir s o ’zni q o ’shish yoki 
aksincha tushirib qoldirish.

Pe3WMe. Cmambn nocen^aemcn u3yneHUw eapuaHmHocmu $pa3eono^unecKUx 
e d rn ^  e KapaKannaKcKoM M3biKe Ha npuMepe xydowecmeeHHo-numepamypHbix 
meKcmoe. Onupancb Ha mpydbi u3eecmHbix M3biKoeedoe no eonpocaM ^pa3eono^uu u 
eapuaHmHocmu, aemop cmambu ym eep^daem , nmo ^pa3eono^unecKue edrnu^i 
UMew^ue pa3Hbie eapuaHmbi o6nadawm cnedyw^UMU xapaKmepHbmu 
oco6eHHocmnMu: ohu UMewm eduHyw ocHoey, odHo 3HaneHue, co3dawm oduH o6pa3 
u uMewm oduH o6^uu neKcunecKuU KoMnoHeHm e ceoeu cmpyKmype.

B mnecmee Mamepuana dnn aHanu3a ucnonb3oeaHbi $pa3eono^mecKue 
edrnu^i e nosmunecKux npou3eedeHunx U3eecmH0^0 KapaKannaKCK0^0 nosma 
M.Wcynoea. B pe3ynbmame uccnedoeaHun eMMennemcn, nmo Hapndy c 
ucnonb3oeaHueM ycmounuebix sbipaweHuU, e npomeedeHunx nosma yMeno 
ucnonb3oeaHbi pa3nunHbie munw neKcunecKux eapuaHmoe $pa3eono^unecKUx 
eduHu^ fleKcunecKue eapuaHmbi ^pa3eono^unecKUx e d rn ^  o6pa3ywmcn deyMM 
ochobhumu cnoco6aMu : 1) 3aMeHb unu u3MeHeHueM 0dH0^0 cnoea dpy^UM u 2) 
do6aeneHueM unu Hao6opom nponycKoM 0dH0^0 cnoea.

Kalit so ’zlar. Til birikmalari, frazeologiya, frazeologik birikma, variant, 
frzeologik varianti, turg ’un frazema, polisemiya, sinonimiya, antonimiya, komponent, 
struktura, komponentlar almashtirish, komponent o ’zgartish, grammatik variant, 
leksik variant, turg ’un idioma.

Knwneewe cnoea. %3biKoean edrn ^ a , $pa3eono^un, $pa3eono^mecKue 
eduH^bi, eapuaHmHocmb, eapuaHmbi $pa3eono^mecKUx eduHu^ ycmounuebie 
$pa3bi, nonuceMun, cuhohumum, aHmoHUMUM, KoMnoHeHm, cmpyKmypa, 3aMeHa 
KoMnoHeHmoe, u3MeHeHue KoMnoHeHmoe, ^paMMamunecKUu eapuaHm, neKcunecKuU 
eapuaHm, ycmounueocmb, uduoMamunHocmb.
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RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ECOLOGICAL CULTURE AND FAMILY 

Alimbetov Yu.
Karakalpak State University named after Berdakh

Summary. The article deals with the problem o f interrelation between 
ecological culture and family.

Key words. Ecology, calture, family, relationship.

Human interaction with nature has always saved and developed it. However, this 
process has undergone changes in the course of historical development, and also 
indicates the level of development of humanity, which incorporates the interaction of 
natural world. For example, in the 60s of the last century, the ecological situation 
proved itself to be a global transformation of nature. Now, the relationship between 
nature and culture can not be traced back to consumerism. There is a need for 
evidence-based thinking.

Obviously, for many thousands of years, the object of labor activity has been the 
individual, mechanical, chemical, biological properties or elements of their natural 
environment. After the development of science, human beings have begun to cover 
the entire biosphere with the activity of human beings. As a result, the self-regulating 
capacity of the biosphere has diminished. As a result, there is a need to maintain the 
biosphere, or to completely change the type of activity. Of course, the second one is 
reasonable. But it's hard to do. Because all types of human activity need to be rebuilt. 
This process also requires a considerable change in the outlook. Thus, the system of 
values formed under the influence of man's resistance to nature needs to be redefined. 
That is, the process of creating a new culture is approaching.

At the same time, along with the main social, economic and cultural factors, we 
must pay great attention to the role of norms, principles and attitudes.

The formation of these values in the human begins at family. A family is a 
sacred place for a person to understand his past and present, the future of the day, and 
his activity in this direction. Parents' upbringing from the childhood remains forever. 
That is why it begins with a loving family environment. It is also true that the songs 
of Mother includes love to the nature too. That is why it describes mildness, wildness 
and sophistication through the hierarchy of these properties in the animal world. In 
some verses of Mother songs says about the kindness, gentleness and attractiveness 
of his mouth, the frenzy of the beast, and the fox's sophistication comparing to the 
child - the human dimness in good and bad.

In the later years of the child, the values derived from the family continue to 
fulfill their virtuous capacity.

Conscious use of nature is an example of a need to keep the natural environment 
intact. As human beings live together with nature, they know him as a caretaker of 
family traditions.

In this and other areas of the people's creativity, the system of values and the
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values of human nature, through the family, lies in the heart of human beings and 
continues to be human-oriented. In addition, the true picture of today's world once 
again proves the role and importance of the family in our daily life when we face 
global challenges. After all, the task of introducing the nature and society to the 
human mind is the absence of each other. In this respect, it is very much related to the 
family and the ability of its members to acquire and act as a whole human and 
national. That's why our president's views on strengthening the family are enormous. 
The role of family in the formation of environmental culture is also related to the 
role. After all, the ecological culture - this means that, while having knowledge of a 
natural environment, one can use this knowledge in practice. That is, the ecological 
culture - the science of ecological knowledge, the technology of activity aimed at 
maintaining balance in nature, norms, principals. Therefore, today the level of 
development of ecological culture is one of the important indicators of social 
development, in which the role and value of family in the person and environment is 
great.

Rezyume. Maqolada ekologik madaniyat va oilaning o ’z-aro tasiri masalasi 
qoraladi.

Pe3WMe. B cmambe paccMampueaemcM npo6.ne.Ma 63auMOC6M3u K̂0 n0 ^u^ecK0 u 
Kynbmypu u ceMbu.

K a litso ’zlar. Ekologiya, madaniyat, oyla, o ’z-ora b o g ’liqlik.
Knwneewe cnoea. ^Kono^uM, Kynbmypa,ceMbM, 63auMoceM3b.
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